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TAA Matters

The good ship TAA is sailing into 2006.  The engines

are running, the engineers are busy down below,

there are plenty of deckhands on board and lots of

passengers, but there is no skipper on the bridge.

Roger Smith, our Chairman for the last nine years,

said throughout 2005, and was adamant, that he

would not seek re-election at the AGM in December.

You all knew about this if you read the news item in

last September’s Newsletter. Roger deserves our

thanks for steering TAA through the past nine years,

and for his hard work and dedication to his office,

and also deserves our congratulations for ensuring

that our Association is in good heart and safe at a

time when many organisations are having difficulty

in staying afloat.

Is it right that anybody should be expected to hold

office for so many years? The short answer is No. A

similar fate has fallen on Tony Smith and Laurie

Robertson, our Membership Secretary and

Treasurer, respectively. We have a member who is

going to take over the financial responsibilities but

we need someone to understudy Tony and take on

board the membership duties and also someone,

who is a computer fanatic, to become the webmaster.

Surely from our 900-plus membership there are two

people who would be willing to help run the

Association. It’s rewarding to give something back,

apart from it being a public-spirited gesture.

If you didn’t manage to get to the AGM to hear the

Melville Memorial Lecture delivered by Sir Gordon

Conway, I recommend that you read his article on

Science, Technology and Livelihoods. This topic, the

end goal of which is to target poverty alleviation of

the rural poor, is an area that must be at the forefront

of TAA’s future activities. Poverty alleviation is made

up of a matrix of so many closely knit factors that

deserve our attention. John Coulter’s article on UK

aid to international development is a related area that

is very important for TAA and touches on DFID

strategies that need targeting and omissions from

their strategy papers that we need to lobby for

inclusion. TAA’s voice needs to be heard.  It will be

interesting to hear John Coulter’s presentation at the

London and South-East meeting on March 28th on

“The TAA – the past and challenges for the future”,

and to find out what he thinks we should be doing in

2006 and beyond.

TAA matters? It does!

Become a
published author!

Could you write a book for the Tropical

Agriculturalist series? These are short,

practical guidebooks, aimed at producers,

extensionists, NGO workers, students and

teachers in developing countries. Co-

published by Macmillan and the Technical

Centre for Agricultural and Rural

Cooperation (CTA), the series has been

running for over 15 years and now

comprises 44 titles. The books are popular

with readers, such as policymakers or

scientists in ‘next door’ disciplines, seeking

a general introduction to the subject. One

of the main advantages of the books is

that they are available free of charge to

appropriate people in Africa, the

Caribbean and the Pacific Islands.

The publishers are looking to produce new

titles in the following areas:

• Soil management

• Agroforestry

• Plant propagation

• Soya bean

• Water resources for agriculture

• Citrus fruit

• Perishable products

• Potato 

• Maize

These new titles, like existing ones, will be

strongly oriented towards practical advice

rather than specialised research so should

not be laborious to produce. Authors are

paid through royalties on book sales.

For further information, please contact

Tony Smith

(email: membership_secretary@taa.org.uk) 

or Sue Parrott 

(Tel: 01647 433276; 

email: s.parrott@greenink.co.uk
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I think that we can all be encouraged by the renewed

interest in agriculture in development and the

essential contributions it can and must make in the

reduction of poverty, hunger and environmental

conservation. The Africa Commission, the G8

Summit and DFID’s new agriculture and research

strategies provide grounds for optimism. However I

am concerned how easily the long-term need to

reinvest in agriculture is displaced by a series of

emergent issues – HIV/AIDS, terrorism, disasters,

bird flu, etc. It is still difficult to detect the long

awaited increase in funding for the agricultural

sectors through Poverty Reduction Strategies and

budgetary support, the downward momentum of

years of neglect will, I fear, take time to reverse. The

retreat of both governments and aid agencies into

policy and governance and their withdrawal from

the field means that they seem less well informed

on what is happening and what is feasible in

agriculture and the rural areas. 

I am interested in the current discussions on pro-

poor agriculture. There is a danger that the

advocacy for small-scale, low input and labour

intensive agriculture will lead to poverty-

perpetuating agriculture. Keeping down food

prices and improving the quality of foods will help

improve food security; however only efficient and

productive agriculture will help create employment,

protect environments and support economic

growth. If the WTO discussions in Hong Kong

make progress, it will be the efficient and

consistent farmers who will benefit. Needless to say

I am also interested to the roles that could and

should be played by the private sector and small and

medium enterprises in particular.

I hope the TAA will continue to develop its role and

voice in the debates on agriculture for development.

I think that the inputs into the consultations on

DFID’s policies and strategies were constructive,

timely and appreciated. The support for both the

UK Forum and the European Forum for

Agricultural Research for Development are also

helpful and constructive contributions. These will I

am sure help raise the profile of the TAA and

increase its influence.

I have very much enjoyed the two regional events,

which I attended this year, the first at the World

Conservation Monitoring Centre on Biodiversity

and the other at the Eden Centre on the follow-up to

the Tsunami. They were both well attended and well

organised and were excellent examples of how the

TAA can work well with other organisations.

Congratulations and thanks to both Keith Virgo

and John Russell for their leadership on these

events.

We rely totally on the energy and dedication of all

the office holders in TAA. We owe them all our

thanks and appreciation.

Finally I would like to send you all Seasons Greetings and a
Very Happy New Year.

3
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Annual General Meeting, 14th December 2005

A message from our
President,
Andrew Bennett
I am very sorry not to be with you for the AGM
2005. I am particularly sorry to miss the Ralph
Melville Memorial Lecture by Sir Gordon Conway.
This year’s AGM coincides with the Annual Board
Meeting of the Syngenta Foundation for
Sustainable Agriculture, in Basel. I am the
Executive Director of the Foundation and it will
be the first meeting for the new Chairman,
Martin Taylor, who has taken the place of Heinz
Imhof, who resigned for reasons of ill-health. 

P
residential encouragem

ent



Activities of the Association this past year have

centred on our regional branches and specialist

groups, so that the dedicated work of the convenors of

the branches and groups has enabled the members of

the Executive Committee (ExCo) to concentrate on the

administration, continued development and

enhancement of the Association.  

The TAA has agreed to host the UK Forum on

Agricultural Research for Development (UKFARD),

and a working party now exists to establish the modus

operandi of this relationship, the future development

of the Forum and the probable hosting, by the Forum,

of the 5th European Forum Conference in 2008. The

proposed title for this conference is “Agricultural

Science, Technology and Innovation through

Partnerships”.

Steps are also being taken to support the development

of fledgling TAA India, to revive TAA East Africa, and

to foster the establishment of other overseas

branches. A new Specialist Group on Biodiversity is

being considered, with interest from the World

Conservation Monitoring Centre and the Eden Project,

following the successful TAA (East Anglia) seminar at

WCMC, Cambridge earlier in the year.  An approach

by the International Farming Systems Association

(IFSA) for linking its work with that of TAA could lead

to a new specialist group. Slow progress is being

made with the establishment of further UK branches -

in the North Wales/Cheshire region and the Midlands,

in particular.

The “TAA 2010” exercise has essentially been com-

pleted, and we are now entering the 6th year of its

implementation. Have we been, or are we

likely to be, successful in achieving its

objectives? I believe that TAA should

evaluate its efforts during the coming year

and report to the membership at the 2006

AGM.

In particular the TAA has responded at

length to various consultations initiated

by DFID and has participated in several

consultation meetings. Whether we have

been listened to and whether our

interventions will have any effect on the

final form of three DFID strategies and the

shape of the future programmes to

implement them remains to be seen.

The three strategies in question are:

� Strategy for research on sustainable agriculture

� Science, technology and innovation

� Productivity growth for poverty reduction: an

approach to agriculture

Several of our members have been expressing their

concerns about the future direction of global

agriculture, particularly in relation to development,

environmental sustainability and climate change and

social and economic issues, and the policies of

national and multilateral agencies. ExCo wishes to

assure those members that it shares most, if not all, of

their concerns and will continue to lobby for the

changes, which are so clearly needed.

We will hear reports from other ExCo members,

particularly the Treasurer, Membership Secretary,

Editor and the Chair of the TAAF Committee, together

with the Specialist Group and Regional Branch

convenors, so I will not steal their thunder at this

time.  However, I ask the membership to join in

expressing our thanks for the hard work that they have

done during the year. We also thank all those who

have worked on the setting up and running of our

stand at the Royal Agricultural Show. 

I finish with a personal note as this will be the last

time I will be your Chairman at an AGM. My nine years

in this position have been rewarding and although I

am standing down in favour of a new Chairman, 10

years after I retired from ODA and after serving on the

ExCo for 11 years (since March 1984), I will continue

my membership of TAA and the UK Forum and

thereby hope to contribute to our work in the future.

Roger Smith
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Chairman’s report

Roger Smith delivering his ninth and final Chairman’s report
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Membership

Worldwide distribution of members as at 17th November 2005 Number of Members

(Good Standing) (Suspended) (Total)

Continental Europe 44 7 51

Americas 23 1 24

Australia 16 2 18

Africa 39 3 42

Asia 48 2 50

United Kingdom

Central 70 6 76

East Anglia 52 2 54

London & South East 311 18 329

Scotland/North of England 84 3 87

South West 168 15 183

Gone Away 20 4 24

Total 875 63 938

Count of Members by Membership Category as at 17th November 2005 Number of Members

(Good Standing) (Suspended) (Total)

TAA Awardees 9 9 18

Corporate 18 3 21

Full 431 14 445

Honorary 8 0 8

India 12 0 12

Journal 14 0 14

Underpaying 33 0 33

Online 342 31 373

Student 0 6 6

Online Forum 1 0 1

Full Forum 1 0 1

Corporate Forum 6 0 6

Total 875 63 938

5

AGM

Membership Secretary’s report

In August 161 reminders were sent to non-payers and

76 had to be sent a second reminder at the beginning

of November. This has reduced the number of

suspended members to 63. The numbers of TAA

members show a continuing decline by about 50 a

year. On the positive side the number of corporate

members has expanded 24 of which 6 pay the forum

rate. We should aim to further increase the number of

corporate member and recruit at least 50 new

individual members a year.

A copy of the membership database, which can be

read by Access, has been put on the web site behind

the user name and password. Sensitive information

such as members’ bank account details has been

omitted.  This version of the database (as distinct

from the Acrobat version which is already available)

could prove useful to ExCo and other TAA members,

for example, for bulk e-mailing, and it would also be

useful in an emergency if I could not continue as

Membership Secretary. This has been the first time the

database has been made openly available to members,

but I have not had any feedback as to whether it has

been used.

By December 2006 I will have completes nine years as

your Membership Secretary and wish to stand down. I

hope that the appeal made in the September edition of

the Newsletter has a positive result and that someone

will be willing to take over.

M
em

bership m
atters



The accounts are prepared and examined in
accordance with recommended practice for Chari-
ties and are drawn up on the historical basis. The
same firm of Accountants has now examined the
charity’s books for the last nine years on a
‘completion and sign off’ basis.

Income
The decline in membership still continues but
subscription income has been more or less main-
tained. This is due in part to a considerable increase
in corporate membership, now numbering 27, and
assiduous subscription follow-up by the Member-
ship Secretary. This past year has seen a
considerable increase in grant funding for the TAA
Award Fund that now allows the TAAF Committee
considerable scope in helping young graduates gain
overseas experience. We are grateful to the Gatsby
Charitable and the Syngenta foundations for their
interest and assistance. We currently raise about
£1,000 from Inland Revenue through the ‘Gift Aid’
scheme. A request through the Newsletter for more
participants has brought in a further twenty
responses. During the second half of the financial
year the Association became involved in the Role
and Future of the UK Forum: Co-ordinating
Agricultural Research for the Benefit of the
Developing World. A membership drive has already
enrolled six major Institutions, subscribing up to
£500 each. Individual membership is also available.
We maintain a satisfactory balance.

Expenditure
Maintenance of the membership and the prepara-
tion and distribution of the Newsletter remain the
major annual outlays. Outlays on award fund grants
have been more than covered by the Foundations.
Much effort is now being made to increase this
programme of assistance. Considerable expendi-
ture was incurred on shows, conferences and
functions. The cost of appearing at the Royal Show
exceeds some two thousand pounds where we
provide a meeting point, wall space for our
corporate members to advertise and a stopping

point for official overseas visitors who are being
shepherded round the show ground. Members
visiting the Show are always welcome with a tea or
coffee and somewhere to sit down. The last AGM
meeting proved somewhat costly which is the
reason why we asked one of our members, who
also subscribes to the Farmers’ Club, to reserve
accommodation here for the current meeting. It is
suggested that we continue with our subscription to
CABI and at the same time encourage more
members to use to use the facility.

Management
Again we report all activities of the Association are
carried out by committee volunteers using their
own computers and IT links. Meetings are held
quarterly which seems to be sufficient for orderly
management. Management expenses account for a
little less than 5% of total income. Changes are
afoot with the need for new Committee manage-
ment at Chairman, Membership Secretary and
Honorary Treasurer level who have all been in office
for at least nine years. Public Liability Insurance is
carried.

Physical Assets

As reported, the Association has no physical assets
apart from those already expensed for use at the
Royal Show, kindly looked after by those who
cheerfully welcome visitors year after year! We do
have a number of calico bags (as reported last
year) and a new stock of suitable ties, already
expensed, which are available at a relatively low
price.

Auditor

In spite of any change in personnel I will again be
presenting the accounts for the coming year as
they are already half way through. In that case I
would again propose that the Chartered
Accountants, RST Bell & Co, be asked to examine
the 2005/2006 Association’s accounts.

Laurie Robertson
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TAA Web page

Maintaining the TAA web page is time consuming but the page is important because of the large number of

online members. May I repeat my request that all information for the diary page should be sent in digital format

as soon as it is available.

The India Branch details are available and can be obtained by means of a link from the TAA general information

page.

Members wishing to follow up on the TAA 2010 exercise to view the tasks, the progress and the work still to

be done can find all the information at the following address:

http://www.taa.org.uk/management/TAA2010Summaryforwebapr04.html.

Tony Smith

Honorary Treasurer’s report
July 1st 2004 to 30th June 2005
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Since the Fund was set up in 1990 we have given 121

awards, averaging about £1,000 to young people to

undertake projects in more than 40 countries. Since

our financial situation has improved we are giving up

to a maximum of £2,000. Currently we have Peter How

in Afghanistan working on a direct seeding

programme, Daniella Hawkins who is helping to set

up a beekeeping cooperative in Zambia, and Heidi

Mayes and Lucy Nickol who are working on a project

in Bolivia.

We welcome this evening Judith Powell, Jonathan

Tully and Naysan Adlparvar who have recently

completed their assignments in Guatemala, Nepal

and India. We are also pleased to see Ed Hamer who

has only recently received his award and he will leave

for his projects in Mexico in the New Year. I am sure

that they will be doing some intensive networking

later this evening. It is good to see so many younger

faces. I am sure that this has resulted in a considerable

decrease in the average age at the gathering this

evening. We trust that they will all become full

members of TAA once the initial two-year

complementary period comes to an end.

Career-wise there are a number of success stories.

Claire Teeling who was here last year has received the

Aberconway prize for horticulture as top student at

Writtle College. She has now started a Master’s course

at Plymouth University. Peter Stedman, who was also

here last year, has a position in a fair trade

organisation and James Lomax, who was an awardee

some years ago, has set up his own company in this

field. I should also mention Laura Kelly who is now

Africa Trade Adviser with DFID and who previously

occupied a senior position with Action Aid. I could

mention many more examples that have been cited in

the Newsletter. I think you will agree that the Fund has

proved to be really successful over the years.

During the year we have completed a survey of past

awardees. It was evident from this survey and from a

meeting with awardees earlier this year that the

website is the key tool for attracting applicants. In this

connection we are now in the process of updating the

TAAF page. We are currently revising our mandate and

the main development is that we intend to make

awards available for Master’s degree students who

undertake overseas assignments as part of their

research activity. In this connection we are also

liaising with NRI.

Our finances have received a very welcome boost from

a donation spread over three years from the Gatsby

Foundation. This has resulted in a significant funding

increase compared to previous years. Apart from

awards, a sum is available for updating the website

and for south/south training. As a result of the latter

we are sending £500 to Daniella Hawkins in Zambia

for the training and travel of her counterparts. I think

you will agree that this, as an innovation, is a very

worthwhile development. We are very grateful to the

Gatsby Foundation for their very generous support

and we are very pleased also to see Dr Yvonne Pinto

here this evening.

The funding of Judith Powell in Guatemala was

attributed to the Syngenta Foundation and a further

amount is available from this source. We are very

grateful to our President for his interest and support

in this connection. We also have to thank TAA

members for the contribution from the overall TAA

budget.

Each awardee has a mentor from our committee to

support and maintain contact with them in the field

and also to try to advise them in their job search when

they return to this country. Any help and advice you as

TAA members are able to give would be much

appreciated. The newsletter now indicates where

awardees are located and their discipline. They would

benefit enormously from such liaison if members

happen to be in the locality. 

We welcome Richard Ewbank, Programme Officer for

the FARM-Africa who is joining the TAAF committee

and I am sure that we will benefit from his

participation and experience. There are now three ex-

awardees on the committee, a welcome injection of

youth!  We also welcome back Jim Watson after a

sabbatical period and John Russell after his recent

illness. The help and support of members of the

committee has been most excellent during the year

and much appreciated, in particular, by myself as

Chairman.  I hesitate to name names but I would

mention Mikael Grut as past secretary and Jane

Wilkinson, our new secretary, for their diligence and

hard work during the year. As for myself, I will stand

down at the end of this year and I am pleased to be

able to report that Antony Ellman has been elected to

take my place.
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To finish I would like to give you two quotes, the first

from a report from Judith Powell when completing

her time in Guatemala:

“I will be very sad to leave the project as it really is making a
difference to peoples’ lives. The people we work with are so
grateful and enthusiastic that it gives you hope that their
futures can be improved.”

and from Janet Geddes on completion of her project

in India:

“ I am indebted to TAAF for enabling me to work in India,
giving me an invaluable opportunity to work within
sustainable agricultural development and to further skills both
professional and personal. It has been a right of passage and
an inspiration for me.” 

I think you will agree that such sentiments, which are

typical of what we often hear from returned awardees,

are very encouraging.

Basil Hoare
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Introduction

The Foundation for Advancement of Science (FAS) is
a grassroots-focussed NGO based in Lucknow, the
capital of Uttar Pradesh (UP). UP is one of the largest
states of India with extreme poverty; mass
unemployment, limited rural educational opportunities
and severe gender disparity. FAS’s activities are
focussed upon developing and delivering a process of
‘meaningful education’ within rural areas to contribute
to the alleviation of these conditions.

FAS’s development endeavours (see
http://www.fasindia.com for further details) are divided
into two functional ‘wings’.The first is an income
generation wing.This develops, prints and markets
primary and secondary level publications to Indian
schools. It also delivers educational consultancy in the
form of various training programmes to educational
institutions across India.The income generated from
these publications and consultancy services, including
small grants from the Baha’i Agency for Social and
Economic Development, UK (BASED-UK), provides
the finances for the organisation.These finances
effectively support the activities falling under the
second wing.This is FAS’s Educational Programme, a
grassroots social development programme comprising
of a number of small projects.

The FAS education programme

This is divided into the following three ‘project’ areas:

The development of an integrated non-formal primary
school curriculum

An integrated format, drawing together various
educational ‘subjects’ was deemed preferable to the

purely informative format of instruction seen broadly
within the Indian education system. Major subject
areas are still autonomous to some extent, but the
curriculum is more holistic in its approach to teaching.
This is done to reflect a child’s holistic understanding
of the world around them.This integrated format
allows for the integration of values-based educational
material and an explicit focus upon concepts required
for interpreting the world around us. Ultimately, the
curriculum will emphasise critical thinking and
reasoning and enable intuitive learning for students.

An agricultural element was deemed highly important
within the curriculum as existing curricula exhibited a
clear urban-bias.Values-based education was also seen
as integral to the development of the curriculum.
Where possible, the content and the curriculum
development process itself were guided by universal
ethical principles – FAS believe that a child studying
the curriculum should develop strong ethical values
and a sense of social justice throughout their tuition.
The realities of teaching in contemporary Indian
schools, child-oriented teaching and active learning
techniques for curriculum delivery were also taken
into account.

The implementation of a relevant and
effective teacher-training project

The programme also required the development and
implementation of a teacher-training project to
support and feedback into the previous project. First,
an effective and appropriate content was identified (in
consultation with teachers and Indian educationalists).
This was done through a workshop involving a
preliminary needs assessment session and the

Awardee presentation given at the AGM

The Foundation for Advancement of Science:
education in rural lives – a summary
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discussion and adaptation of pre-prepared teacher
training materials.These materials were developed and
provided from a sister organisation based in Uganda.

The project then moved to an implementation phase
that followed a bi-monthly cycle.The first monthly
activities consist of a centralised theory focussed
training workshop, with activities following the format
of an in-service, practically focussed training session
during the second month.The former session is a
centralised group session whereas the latter is a
school specific session including feedback and practical
training.

To develop a ‘model’ for establishing, developing and
supporting rural schools based upon continuous
didactic support offered to a selection of rural schools

Over the previous five years, eleven rural schools have
been established and supported by FAS to varying
degrees.This support varies (including land acquisition,
teacher’s salary payments and didactic support), but is
intentionally limited and slow moving to encourage
ownership to be developed by the administrators of
the various schools.Two objectives are envisioned
here. Primarily, the schools should grow sustainably
and slowly, without externally initiated developments
occurring faster than the development of the capacity
of the school staff. Secondly, this continuing support
would be ‘modelled’ and documented over the
project’s term to acquire the means to establish,
develop and support rural schools for later ‘scaling up’
scenarios. Difficulties were encountered relative to this
project as it was found that it was very hard to
monitor the situation from FAS’s centrally located
office over a prolonged period of time.

Cross - cultural learning

Through its alliance with the Development Learning
Association (DLA) – a global capacity building and
networking agent based in Luxembourg – FAS is
engaged in South-South exchanges and the
development of educational materials. For example,
FAS’s current curriculum development project draws
from, and will ultimately contribute to, the ‘Sistema de
Aprendizaje Tutorial’ (SAT – System of Tutorial
Learning) programme.The SAT programme was
developed by a sister organisation of FAS, the
Fundación para la Aplicación y Enseñanza de las
Ciencias (FUNDAEC) in Colombia.The SAT
programme, which was developed over 21 years, is
presently the Colombian Government’s secondary-
level rural education programme. It is currently in its
third year of implementation in Honduras (with a
Government handover intended in three years with

support from the Inter-American Development Bank)
and has been recently tested, prior to expected
implementation, in India (through FAS), Costa Rica and
Zambia.

Additionally, the materials used in FAS’s teacher
training project were initially developed in Uganda
through interaction with rural schools.These materials
are presently being adapted and developed to suit an
Indian context and the findings fed back to Uganda, via
the DLA, on a bi-monthly basis.

Education and rural lives

It was deemed very important that FAS’s education
programme contained content specific to everyday
agricultural contexts and was developed through a
process with, and relevant to, rural individuals. As part
of the curriculum development project, ‘subject’ areas
are often integrated around an agricultural ‘backbone’
of information. Additionally, everyday agricultural
examples are used so that the child can more clearly
comprehend the concepts being delivered in a
particular class session.

The structure of the projects are often tailored to
maximise the rural focus of the overall programme –
from developing the teacher training project as an in-
service project (to contribute to rural capacity building
as opposed to relocating participants for training in
centralised urban locations) to incorporating
experiential activities that are tailored to situations and
objects common in rural environments. Added to this
is the importance of the long-term participation and
valued feed back of rural school administrators and
teachers as well as local children and their families.

Laying the foundations

The FAS, as a ‘learning organisation’, has developed
strong foundations for its development programme.
Having undertaken the initial implementation phase,
FAS has realised that it must decentralise its teacher
training programme to rural training hubs through
which rural teachers can be increasingly supported
and their needs met more effectively.This also allows
for the closer monitoring of school needs to develop
a sound ‘model’ of school establishment that, thus far,
has been hard to conceptualise.

FAS must develop to match its parallel programme
growth. FAS is currently looking at ways to develop its
capacity including extending invitations to international
research volunteers, staff training and organisational
restructuring. FAS is also beginning to expand its
funding base in a bid to limit income generation
activities and focus increasingly upon the education
programme.
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FAS hopes that upon the completion of its primary
school curriculum project, the parallel teacher training
and ‘modelling’ projects will have produced satisfactory
teacher training facilities/materials and a seminal
‘model’ for rural school development. All three
elements of this programme could then be ‘scaled up’
to begin to tackle some of the education related
deficits existing in UP today. FAS, however, is very
much aware that with this expansion comes the
obstacles of increasing programme systematisation,
effective monitoring and evaluation and the difficulties
associated with maintaining a decentralised
programme.

A personal perspective

Through the award I received from the TAA I was able
to spend six months contributing to and learning
from FAS’s Education Programme. I felt that I
contributed widely and at differing levels –
strategically at a programme planning level,
practically at the field level and I also spent much
time developing curriculum and co-ordinating the
teacher training programme.

Not all of these contributions were successful or
sustainable, but I felt I brought a fresh approach to
working with communities and a critical perspective
lacking in some of FAS’s activities, which ultimately
were systematised and adopted by FAS staff. I felt
that the local communities with whom we worked
benefited in terms of the additional exposure they
received from my field visits and through
increasingly participatory working methods.
Personally, I benefited from a wide range of insights
into working both at the field level and with a local
level NGO – primarily, I had the opportunity to
experience a
variety of roles
without being
constrained to
one specific job
description more
commonly
associated with a
first job in
international
development!
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Some of the teachers attending an in-service training session

The Unity School - one

of the eleven rural

schools with which

FAS works

Children attending school in the rural Lucknow District
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Livelihoods1

Livelihoods are highly complicated affairs for the rural

poor in the developing countries, dependant on an

intricate mix of assets and resources, rights and

obligations, and the skills of the farm household.

Rural households are also usually complex entities,

consisting of different generations, men and women

and their offspring, and often extending through

brothers and sisters and their families to embrace a

considerable number of people.  

A rural livelihood may be constructed from:

� Assets – such as land and intangible assets such as

rights to grazing or water

� Technology – which can be indigenous or imported

� Skills – which derive from education or be inherent

innovativeness

� Markets – input markets for seed and fertilizers and

output markets for produce and local or distant

labour markets

Livelihoods on the Loess Plateau in China

This Plateau covers a vast area of northwest China,

some 640,000 square kilometers extending over six

provinces and home to some 90 million people. Its

characteristic soil is a very fine and deep wind blown

silt that is easily worked and fertile but readily prone

to erosion. This area has a long history of settlement

during which time over cultivation and misuse has left

it highly degraded. In parts it has the appearance of a

moonscape, deep eroded gullies cutting into the

denuded soil. It is one of the poorest regions of China;

80% of its 139 counties are officially ‘poverty

counties’. To tackle the twin issues of environmental

degradation and poverty alleviation the World Bank

has supported two Loess Plateau Watershed Rehab-

ilitation loan projects. This is currently supported by a

grant from DFID to help evaluate the project and

identify lessons that can be applied to similar projects

elsewhere in China and internationally.
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23rd Memorial Lecture

23rd Annual Ralph Melville Memorial Lecture given by Professor Sir Gordon Conway and
entitled ‘Making Science Work’ was largely based on a lecture that he gave at the China-UK
Symposium on Appropriate Science and Technology for Development, 29-30 September 2005,

at Yang Ling, Shaangxi Province, People’s Republic of China.
An edited version of this is produced below.

Science, Technology and Livelihoods

Professor Sir Gordon Conway KCMG FRS
Chief Scientific Adviser at the Department for International Development
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There are several interventions under the project

including irrigation and construction of water erosion

control structures but the key intervention is the

creation of better terraces. The traditional terraces are

narrow and sloping making them highly prone to

water run-off and soil erosion. The Bank project is

using well-designed terraces constructed with

bulldozers, that are broader, horizontal and slope

inwards form the outer wall to the inner. These are

apparently very effective at reducing erosion. Above a

slope of about 25% the land (in part traditionally

terraced) is reforested with local indigenous trees and

this is to be left as conservation land.

Evidence from a brief visit and discussions with

farmers indicates that there is now much less erosion,

crop yields have improved so that surpluses of winter

wheat or maize can be now sold and farmers can have

more livestock, stall-fed partly from crops grown on

the land. Some have also planted fruit trees. Another

critical technology has been the introduction of

plastic sheeting in various forms. This is used to

mulch maize, keeping down weeds and reducing

erosion, weatherproofing cowsheds, constructing

plastic greenhouses for growing vegetables and

flowers for the local markets.

In summary this appears so far to be a success story.

Limited appropriate technology has increased produc-

tion in what seems to be a sustainable fashion,

generating a positive cycle of improvements that feed

on one another.

What are the properties of livelihoods?

There are four important properties of livelihoods2.

These are productivity, stability of production,

resilience of production and equitability of product-

ivity among household members. Part of the value of

these concepts is that they can be measured.

Productivity – can be expressed as yield or income and

measured as the output of valued product per unit of

resource input.

� Stability – variations in productivity may be due to

climatic or other factors and expressed as the

constancy of productivity in the face of the normal

fluctuations and cycles in the surrounding

environment (usually measured from a time series

by the coefficient of variation in productivity).

� Resilience – how productivity responds to external

forces can be assessed from the pathway of

productivity when subject to stress or a shock.

� Equitability – the evenness of distribution of the

productivity of the livelihood among the human

beneficiaries, i.e. the level of equity that is

generated (A common measure is a Lorenz Curve).

These concepts can also be applied to ‘community

livelihoods” – how productive is a village, how stable

and resilient the livelihoods and how well are the

products shared in the community.

Trade-offs

In practice these various properties are traded off

against each other. High productivity may come at the

expense of sustainability or equity, or high

sustainability may result in low productivity. This is

demonstrated by contrasting two components that are

common in Asian livelihoods, the rice field and the

home garden3.

Home gardens are one of the oldest forms of farming

system and are particularly well developed in Java.

They have great diversity relative to their size, usually

little more than half a hectare around the farmer’s

house. In one Javanese home garden 56 different

species of useful plants were found, some for food,

others as condiments and spices, some for medicine

and others as feed for the livestock. Much is for

household consumption, but some is bartered with

neighbours and some is sold. The plants are grown in

intricate relationships with one another in a dense

planting resembling a miniature forest. 

The diversity is in contrast to the adjacent, much

simplified rice field systems where the only crop is

rice, perhaps with some edible weeds and fish. Closer

analysis shows the high diversity in the home garden

is matched by high levels of productivity, stability,

sustainability and equitability. A comparable rice field

has higher gross income but otherwise its productivity

is not as high and its other indicators are considerably

lower.

Part of the reason for the minimal trade-off in the

home garden is the inherent diversity. It helps

stabilize production, buffers against shock and

contributes to a more valued level of production. The

intimate nature of the home garden enables close

attention from family labour that ensures a high

degree of stability and sustainability, and the link

between the garden and the traditional culture leads to

an equitable distribution of the diverse products.

This illustrates two points: 

� the importance of maintaining and, wherever

possible, enhancing diversity. 

� the crucial role played by the farm household, in

making decisions and choices. 
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In theory, households decide on livelihood goals - the

balance between higher productivity, greater

sustainability or improved equity - and then determine

what the optimal mix of activities is. Most seek to

obtain a high value of all of the properties and in this

way achieve what we term a sustainable livelihood.

This depends on the skills and resources at the

disposal of the household, and on their environmen-

tal and social circumstances. Since they are integral

components of communities, they are bound by

traditional customs and systems of rights and

obligations. Yet their decisions are also determined by

their perceptions of the present and future world in

which they live, and by the opportunities which

appear to be offered by new technologies.

What is the role of Science and Technology?

In most situations it is a combination of science and

technology with economic and social factors that

determines whether a livelihood is successful (i.e.

sustainable) or not. For example, a farm livelihood

will depend as much on efficient markets, both for the

crop products and for the inputs as on the

technologies behind the inputs – the crop varieties or

the fertilizer formulations.

In productivity

Productivity of farm livelihoods depends very heavily

on agricultural research and in particular on the

breeding of crops to produce higher yields as in the

Green Revolution. Today some improvements can be

achieved by conventional plant breeding, but yields

are increasing only very slowly and to make an

impression we are increasingly dependent on

biotechnology.

A recent example has been the crossing of Asian and

African species of rice to produce the NERICAS – the

new rices for Africa – using tissue culture. These

hybrids are spreading in Africa producing yields of up

to three tones per hectare without fertilizers. Marker-

aided selection is also producing crops with greater

value – for example the new maizes that have higher

quality protein content. So far, genetic modification

has contributed to productivity by reducing pest and

disease attack. In China Bt cotton is being grown by

many million households with higher yields and

without the hazardous spraying of dangerous

pesticides.

In stability

Stability is often a result of reducing the variability due

to pest and disease attack. Integrated pest manage-

ment that uses minimum amounts of selective and

safe pesticides has had a highly beneficial effect on

reducing annual pest attacks, for example of the

brown plant hopper on rice in Asia.

Often instability is a function of the annual fluctua-

tions in the rainfall. Technology can help here by

providing irrigation systems, both on a large and

small scale, and by breeding for a degree of drought

tolerance. Recent work has helped uncover the

location of drought tolerance in the main cereals and

this is helping produce more drought tolerant crops

using marker-aided selection.

In equitability

Increased equitability is often more a function of

social and economic factors, but again science can

play a role. Technology is equitable in its effect if it is

appropriate i.e. it is practical, low risk and affordable

for poor people. A good example is the treadle pump,

being increasingly used in India. It is simple and

efficient, easy to service and repair, and most

important cheap. Combined with a simple credit

scheme it is within reach of most of the poorest

farmers. As such it can bring water into the hands of

nearly everyone in a village and so enhances

equitability. 

In resilience

Resilience is becoming an increasingly important

perceived property of livelihoods. Disasters ranging

from earthquakes and tsunamis to hurricanes and

cyclones and to the threat of avian flu can produce a

major shock to the livelihoods of poorer people,

driving them even further into poverty and often

taking away their lives.

Disease is a major cause of shock in the developing

world. Malaria, tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS and for

children, various intestinal infections cause millions

of deaths a year and impair the ability of rural people

to make a decent livelihood. Here modern science and

technology has much to offer through new medicines

for malaria, TB and HIV/AIDS.

In general, effective resilience depends on counter-

measures that can be classified as follows:

� Institutional – land use zoning, river management,

warning systems

� Physical – cyclone shelters, embankments

� Environmental – mangrove belts, tree shelterbelts

� Agricultural – crop and livestock diversity, drought

and flood resistant varieties
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� Biochemical – medicines and vaccines

� Livelihood – income diversity, rural-urban linkages

Many of these are social or institutional but equally

there can be technological countermeasures such as

creating shelters or flood resistant crops. But

experience shows that one of the best defenses against

stress and shock is to diversify the livelihood – to

increase the diversity of crops and livestock on a farm

or more generally to have a wider set of sources of

income for the household. It means having another

crop that will grow and survive if a drought or flood

has knocked out one crop, or more generally having

off-farm sources of income to complement the farm

income should the latter be destroyed. 

The mixes of sources of livelihood that are resilient are

not easy to determine. There is no blueprint. For the

most part rural households have to work these out for

themselves, but guided by advice and expertise. 

Conclusion

The concept of a livelihood is of crucial importance in

development thinking and action. Most important, it

provides a framework in which scientists can work, in

partnership with rural people, to develop technologies

that enhance all four properties – productivity,

stability, resilience and equitability – and so help to

develop sustainable livelihoods.
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Tips of the Month
If members have any good photos concerning Tropical

Agriculture and they wish to share them with other
members, they should put them on the Flickr site at
http://www.flickr.com. They should add an appropriate
tag to each photo, e.g. Tea Malawi, but also add TAA so
that members know that it is a TAA slide. I have put on a
few of mine on the site that can be found by going to
Flickr and typing the tag TAA.

If members have difficulty in finding items on their
computer they should try using Google Desktop. This
program can be downloaded from
http://www.desktop.google.com
It searches all files on your computer including emails but
you can tell it to limit its search. It is at least ten times
faster than the search engine in Windows Explorer.

If members want a reliable, up-to-date source of
information they should consider using the new open
source encyclopedia called Wikipedia. This they can find
at the following address:
http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
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The history of the dissemination of arabica coffee

growing from its origins in the highlands of

Ethiopia to most of the countries in the world lying

within the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn is

fascinating but the details published by various

authors are at times conflicting. Any references to

sources of information known to readers of the

Newsletter or comments on the manuscript would be

gratefully accepted.

The genus Coffea with around 100 species is found in

Africa and Madagascar. Species previously

considered being indigenous to South and South-

East Asia have been reclassified into the genus

Psilanthus. Coffea arabica, the principal source of high

quality coffee is found wild in the highlands of SW

Ethiopia and adjoining areas of the Boma plateau in

SW Sudan and Marsabit in N Kenya. The other main

species of commercial interest, C. canephora
(‘robusta’) C. excelsa and C. liberica are lowland

species, sources of more mellow coffee, with their

origin in West and Central Africa.  Of significance as

a possible indigenous source of insect pests are a

large number of non-commercial species found

both within the African continent as well as in

Madagascar, Reunion, Mauritius and the Comoros

Islands. Further east in India, Sri Lanka,

Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,

Malaysia and Indonesia, the related Psilanthus
species may also provide a source of insect pests.

Psilanthus bengalensis (formerly Coffea bengalensis
Heyne) has been cultivated in India (21).

The culture of arabica coffee appears to have first

begun in Yemen and by the 16th century reports of

its culture and beverage qualities began to filter

through to Europe. Antoine de Galland reported

coffee drinking in Constantinople in 1590 (1).  The

Venetians first imported coffee in 1615 (2). The first

beans were brought back to France in 1644 and by

1672 the first coffee house had opened in Paris (1).

The first London coffee house was opened in 1653

(2). When arabica beans were first brought to Yemen

from Ethiopia is not certain.  The Encyclopaedia of

Islam (28) has an interesting article on coffee that

cites many early Islamic texts.  Kahwa, the arabic

word for coffee, was originally a word for wine, and

in Yemen was transferred to the drink made from

coffee around the end of the 14th century where it

was revered for its ability of  keeping the user awake

during nightly devotions.  Commentaries from the

16th and 17th centuries for and against its use

suggest various possible introductory dates in both

centuries. One jurist, who gave an opinion in favour

of coffee, died in Aden in 1438.  The authors of the

article are of the opinion that coffee was not known

as a beverage in South Arabia before the turn of the

14th century and that the introduction of the tree did

not long proceed that date.

India

Arabica coffee appears to have reached India from

Yemen as early as the 17th century.  Trade in coffee

between Yemen and India must have been well

established by 1610 because there was already a

“Consul of the Banians” (i.e. from Gujerat), who

interceded on behalf of Sir Henry Middleton when

he was incarcerated by the Governor of Mokka (29).

Tradition has it that Baba Budan, a pilgrim to

Mecca, brought back 7 seeds that were planted near

Chikmagalur (20). From there cultivation spread

into Mysore, the Coorg, Goa and the high ghats
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above Coimbatore up to Berai in the

Central Provinces and down to

Travancore (20).  In more recent times a

single tree selection made by L.P. Kent in

1911 on Doddengudda Estate near Aldur

in Mysore gave rise to the ‘Kent’ series of

cultivars of C. arabica (13).

Sri Lanka

It was the Dutch who first appreciated its

potential as a crop suitable for cultivation

in their overseas territories. The

Netherlands East India Company was

formed in 1602 and as early as 1614

Dutch traders visited Arabia.  Later a

trading post was established at Mocha.

Pieter van den Broeck brought the first

cargoes of coffee from Mocha to Holland

in 1616 (19, 28).  According to Coste (2)

the Dutch imported coffee into Ceylon (Sri Lanka)

from the Arabian Peninsula in 1658 and according to

Macmillan (4) in 1690, but Wrigley (17) disputes this

and says that according to Heniger the earliest record

of coffee plantations in the Dutch East India Company

archives is 1720. Wellman (20) gives a date of 1503 but

this must be a mistake for this predates even the

Portuguese occupation of Ceylon (1505) and well

before 1658 when the Dutch obtained possession of

Ceylon from the Portuguese (19). The Ceylonese

arabica coffee industry suffered a decline during the

19th century and received its coup de grace when

coffee leaf rust appeared in 1869 (23).  Haarer (16) is

of the opinion that the industry was in crisis by 1847,

well before the appearance of leaf rust but Kurian (23)

states that the highest levels of prosperity in Ceylon

were in 1868, 1869 and 1870.  Brazilian coffee came on

the market in 1879 causing the price to fall, and from

1881 the decline was rapid and by 1886 the industry

was dead (23). Liberica coffee was introduced in 1870

as an alternative to arabica and robusta in 1900 (4).

Indonesia, the Philippines and South-East Asia

Coffee plants were shipped to Java from Malabar by

Henricus Zwaardecroon in 1696 (17,19) forming the

basis of the industry in the Dutch East Indies. From

Java, material was taken to Bali and Sulawesi in 1750

(19,20) and by Spanish missionaries to the Philippines

in 1740 (19,20). The British introduced liberica to

Malaya in 1875 (26 in 16), where production

flourished between 1880 and 1898 (16). Large-scale

coffee cultivation was finally abandoned in favour of
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Gabriel de Clieu lands his coffee plant in

Martinique in 1720

Coffee growing at St Austin’s Mission,

Nairobi in 1902
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rubber during the 1930s (16).  The French introduced

the crop to Tonkin in 1887.

South America

In 1706 plants were brought from Java to the Botanic

Garden in Amsterdam by van Hoorn (1) and material

passed from there to Surinam in 1714 (2), onward to

French Guiana in 1719 (2) (“stolen” according to

Wellman (20)), and from thence to the State of Para,

Brazil in 1727 (2).  By 1770 coffee had reached Rio de

Janeiro (2), the State of Minas Gerais by 1780 (2) and

Sao Paulo by 1782 (2).  Brazil received a further

introduction from Goa in 1760 (19).  According to

Ukers (19), Venezuela received the crop from

Martinique in 1784 but Haarer (16) states that the first

experimental plantings had been made by Jesuits in

1730. Also in 1784, Chile, Peru and Paraguay received

coffee from Brazil (20) and Ecuador and Bolivia from

Colombia (20).

The French Dispersal throughout the West Indies

After the signing of the Treaty of Utrecht in 1714, the

Dutch Ambassador presented a young plant to Louis

XIV of France and it was cared for by the Royal

Botanist De Jussieu (1). An unsuccessful attempt was

made to transport plants to Martinique in 1716 (2) but

in 1720, 2 plants were transferred to the Botanic

Gardens in Rochefort and were entrusted to Gabriel

de Clieu to transport to Martinique. He departed from

Dieppe on 8th October of that year and after an

eventful voyage that involved an attack by pirates and

being becalmed, successfully landed a single plant at

Saint Pierre (1). The crop flourished in Martinique and

was the source of coffee sent to Haiti, then Santo

Domingo in 1725 (1) and Guadeloupe in 1726 (1).

According to Ukers (19) the introduction to Santo

Domingo was in 1738 under special licence from the

king.  Was this a second introduction? Sir Nicholas

Lawes introduced coffee to Jamaica, from Haiti and

Santo Domingo in 1730 (25 in 17), where it was

planted at Townwell Estate. An unsuccessful attempt

was made to introduce coffee to Cuba from Haiti in

1724 (20) and a second in 1748 (20) but according to

Coste (2) and Ukers (19), the source of the 1748

introduction was actually Santo Domingo. Puerto

Rico received seed in 1750, probably from the Antilles

(16), and by 1755 plantations had been established

there (16).

Central America

The dissemination of the French material from

Martinique continued by a transfer to Costa Rica from

Cuba by Francisco Xavier Navarro in 1779 (16) and

direct from Martinique to Mexico in 1790 (2,19,20).

Reunion and Madagascar

In 1714, the French East India Company which had

been obtaining commercial supplies of arabica coffee

from Mocha ordered a cargo of Mocha beans to be

taken to Reunion (14), where the crop flourished for

over 100 years and gave rise to a spontaneous mutant,

Coffea arabica var. bourbon (3).  However, in 1805 a

cyclone devastated the plantations and when slavery

was abolished on the island in 1848 many planters

moved to the Comoros Islands and Madagascar where

labour was cheaper.  The arrival of leaf rust from Sri

Lanka in 1878 completed the decline (14).

Wild coffee had been harvested in Madagascar since

the 18th century (24 in 14) but the real expansion of

the coffee industry did not commence until 1820.  Leaf

rust wiped out lowland estates in Madagascar in 1881

and the Comoros Islands went out of production from

1900 (14).

East Africa, Tanzania

The dissemination of arabica coffee throughout East

Africa owes much to the efforts of missionaries and

particularly to the French Holy Ghost Fathers (La

Congregation du Saint-Esprit). Reunion was one of

the original sources of arabica coffee for the East

African countries and it is significant that the Holy

Ghost Fathers were established in Reunion prior to

1850.  Father Fava from Reunion set up a mission in

Zanzibar in 1862 (7) and his successor, Father Horner,

set up further missions on the mainland of

Tanganyika (Tanzania) including one at Mhonda near

Morogoro at the foot of the Nguru Mountains in 1877

(9). Bourbon coffee from Reunion is said to have been

introduced by a Roman Catholic Mission at Morogoro

(was this Mhongo?) around 1880 (13). The arabica
coffee on Kilimanjaro was brought from Morogoro to

the mission station at Kilema near Moshi in 1893 (6,

13). This mission was another Holy Ghost establish-

ment, founded by Monseigneur Le Roy from Zanzibar

on 9th February 1891 (7).

The crop was first grown commercially in Tanganyika

on German plantations in the Usambara Mountains

behind Tanga and at the foot of Mt Kilimanjaro and

Meru. A Land Commission was set up in 1895 to

apportion land to settlers and a Colonial Economic

Committee set up in 1896 to investigate possible crops

for planting recommended rubber and coffee as being

the most suitable (5). To foster agricultural develop-

ment, work on a railway line starting from Tanga was
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begun in 1896, reached Korogwe in 1902 and Moshi in

1912 (15). Robusta coffee in Tanzania has a much

longer pedigree.  The dried beans were an article of

commerce around Bukoba and in the southern part of

Uganda west of Lake Victoria in pre-colonial times.

The Germans exploited this source of coffee for

export and carried out trials to improve production in

the period before the First World War (10). The ‘Kent’

strain from India was introduced into Tanzania in the

1920s (13).

East Africa, Kenya

Seed of ‘French Mission’ cultivar is said to have been

sent from Aden to Father Etienne in Zanzibar, who

passed it on to the Catholic mission at Bura in the

Teita Hills of Kenya in 1893 (17), and this in turn was

passed to St Austin’s Catholic Mission near Nairobi

from whence much of the planting material in Kenya

was derived (17).  Both these missions were Holy

Ghost establishments. According to Hill (27), quoting

an article by W.J. Dawson in ‘The Agricultural Journal

of British East Africa’ for January 1912, the seed was

obtained from the agents of the British India

Company at Aden by Mr John Patterson on behalf of

the Scotch Mission and sown at Kibwezi in 1893 and it

is possible that more than one introduction was made

in that year.  A further introduction was brought from

Nyasaland to the Church of Scotland Mission at

Kikuyu around 1902.

East Africa, Uganda

Before the establishment of the railway line the main

access to Uganda from the coast was via Bagamoyo in

Tanzania. A further link in the chain of connections to

Reunion was forged when Father Moullec returning to

Uganda from leave in 1900 took seed from the

Morogoro mission to Nandere mission station near

Bombo (16). A further importation to Uganda of

‘Nyasa’ strain came from Nyasaland (Malawi) in 1900

(8).

Malawi

A Scottish missionary, J. Buchanan of the Universities

Mission took a single tree obtained from the

Edinburgh Botanic Gardens to Nyasaland in 1878

(17,18) and this formed the basis of a flourishing

industry.  The source is said to have been Jamaica (16).

West Africa

On the coast of Ghana, several European nations

maintained trading stations and established coffee

plantations. The Danish plantation at Akwapim

carried coffee in 1788 and this was further expanded

in 1807. By 1810 this contained 36,500 bushes.

Colonel Torrane, the British Governor of Cape Coast,

made a plantation there around 1807. This fell into

neglect but was revived in 1839 by a Mr Swazey who

imported new stock from Principe. A Dutchman

established a plantation behind Elmina between 1810-

1815.  There are records of coffee exports from 1828 to

1840 that reached a maximum of 130,949 lbs in

1837(11).  First plantations in Ivory Coast by the

French were of liberica at Elmina by the Aby Lagoon in

1891 and soon after 1900 robusta and kouillou varieties

of C. canephora were tried near Agboville and Gagnoa

(12). The islands of Sao Tome and Principe were first

settled by the Portuguese in 1485.  Their economy

depended in the first instance on sugar cane but this

industry later suffered a decline due to competition

from Brazil and internal strife. Coffee was first

introduced in 1800 (12).

The Pacific

The first introduction of coffee to the Pacific region

was to Tahiti in 1740 (20).  Arabica is grown in the
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Figure 3. Monseigneur Le Roy of the Holy Ghost Mission in Zanzibar and

founder of Kilema Mission on Kilimanjaro in 1871
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highlands of Papua New Guinea and robusta in coastal

areas. Its introduction dates to before 1835.  The

schooner ‘Friendship’ wrecked on Norfolk Island in

that year was scheduled to pick up coffee in New

Guinea for transport to Tahiti. Around 1889-90 a

small botanic garden was planted with coffee close to

Government House.  By 1892-93 coffee was thriving in

the Rigo area and by 1898-99 had been established at

Warirata plantation on the summit of the Astrolabe

Ridge.  An introduction from Hawaii was made in

1928 (22). Coffee reached Hawaii from Brazil in 1825

(19,20) and again in 1893 from Guatemala (20) and it

reached Queensland in 1896 (19).
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Although

somewhat scaled-

down from last

year’s Cambridge

event, some

members of the

TAA East

Anglia group

gathered for a

pleasant informal

dinner at the

Cornwallis Hotel

in Diss,

Suffolk, on 6th

January. Among

those present were

Rosie Squires,

David Poston

and Keith Virgo

with friends

Mike & June

Fuller.
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The “farming tsunami” is a tidal wave of agricultural

products moving around the world to areas where

those products could perfectly well be grown. The

cause of this “tsunami” is the force of least cost

production driven by the absence of any

internationally agreed regulatory protocols. ‘Nature

abhors a vacuum’ as Thomas Cranmer said in 1551.

Anything will fill it if the criterion is least cost.

However, it is not simply the immediate product price

that reflects the true cost of a farm product. There are

environmental, social and other system costs. The

idea that such trade is ‘free’ and such products truly

‘cheap’ is a travesty of the meanings of those words.

Current WTO policy of ‘non-discrimination against

imports’ is effectively a licence to ‘grab markets’ no

matter who is already there nor how distant the

destination might be. Casualties of this behaviour are:

� Farmers producing, who strive to achieve ever

lower costs with higher stress of tight margins

� Land and creatures producing intensively, where

conservation/welfare reduces and risks mount

� Environments at source, en route and at the

destination of the tidal wave of ‘cheap’ products

� Farm families at the destination who are pushed

out of production and rurally disenfranchised2

� Food security of the affected destinations, which is

jeopardised as well as ‘system health’

� Food cultures at both ends of the trade, when local

specialities are swamped by ‘junk foods’

� Sustainability, where oil dependence increases and

choices diminish for the next generation.

Briefly, the present scenario is that those nations with

a combination of relatively low paid labour and ample

land (notably the Cairns group – including Argentina,

Australia, Brazil, Canada) are able to swamp not only

those poorer nations (most of sub-Saharan Africa),

which lack the infrastructure to compete with the

arrival of large quantities of low-priced food, but also

the richer nations (Western Europe, USA and Japan),

whose cost structure makes break-even food prices

higher. In a reversal of its historic reputation for some

of the most energy-efficient agricultural systems in

the world, current Chinese policy (including the

creation of at least four megacities for ex-farmers)

gives the prospect that its large population will

become ever more dependent on imports to be

supplied by whichever nations can do so at least cost.

Brazil is extremely well placed to do so. It has the

largest reserve of uncultivated but cultivable land of

any nation (some 328 M ha) and plans to bring a

further 30 M ha into cultivation within the next ten

years. Brazil already has some 40% of the world

chicken market, 35% of the soya and 25% of the beef.3

Countries, with a recurring food deficit coupled with a

relatively recent history of dictatorial government

such as Malawi, will be tempted to capitulate to a

‘welfare case’ aid mentality – willingly accepted by

least cost food- supplying nations.4

Not only goods but also people and capital are moving

in ever larger numbers.5 However, wisdom suggests

that genuine entrepreneurship involves the

sustainable management and integration of the

classical factors of production. We cannot opt out of

management yet it is assumed that we can get away

with a concerted attempt to do so in the case of farm

product trading. An internationally agreed Highway
Code for Trading is urgently needed, especially applying

to agricultural staple products such as cereals,

chicken and other ‘mainline’ meat products.6 The

Africa Commission7 proposes both debt cancellation and

concerted action to combat climate change, both of

which are sensible but then it speaks of trading as if

the best way forward is to maximise it. This position

appears to ignore the finite nature of earth’s

resources, the vulnerability of increasing oil

dependence in an age of terrorism/conflict and the

existing imperatives to engage in wiser environmental

management. What is needed is emphatically NOT

the micromanagement and dead hand of State-control

but rather a protocol that recognises the folly of

unrestricted trading, which revisits the true meaning

of ‘economy’ (oikonomia). Oikonomia means the

administration of the whole creation such that all its

members benefit. The earth is but a larger biome.

Economists cannot keep thrusting out awkward

consequences of unsustainable trading systems by

calling them ‘externalities’. The space to accom-

modate them is very evidently getting restricted.8

The following are advocated here:

1. Linkage of sustainable livelihoods + resource

conservation management + food security

(including more food sovereignty for each nation) +

land heritage connections to place.9
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Paper presented at the South-West Region’s seminar on “Recovery from the Asian Tsunami”,
14 October 20005 at the Eden Project, St Austell, Cornwall

The “FARMING TSUNAMI”: the crisis of farm livelihoods

John Wibberley1
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2. Protocols in an internationally agreed Highway Code
for Trading notably for farm products.

3. Consumer awareness raising in each country of the

livelihood, environmental and defence importance

of buying locally grown foods as much as possible.10

Landscapes should be both beautiful to look at and

good for food everywhere; only enough farmers in

place can deliver that in each country of the world.11

Biological limitations of  ‘comparative advantage’

not short-term financial speculation must govern

food supply. 

4. Challenge trade involving delivery of products to

countries where they could perfectly well be grown

already e.g. much rice in many African countries is

quite unnecessarily and damagingly coming from

Asia.12 Chickens are being traded around the world

when they can perfectly well be raised in most

countries.13 South American and Asian chicken is

destroying poultry enterprises in Africa. Cheap

North American cotton is destroying cotton

farmers’ livelihoods in West Africa. Cheap maize

from North America is displacing maize producers

who have been farming some 55% of Mexico’s

cultivated land. Some South American farmers can

only survive by growing coca and marijuana rather

than maize – criminalised by cheap maize imports.

To suggest, following debt cancellation, that Africa

joins in the trading spree as the route to prosperity

is as naïve as it is disastrous; livelihoods,

environmental quality and food security are all at

stake. In the UK too, Brazilian beef sourced by

some supermarkets is already threatening British

beef producers – not all of who can become niche

marketers of branded produce to survive.14 In any

case, Argentina is already marketing via e-business

‘healthy, Pampas-raised beef ’ to urban elite niche

markets at more than double the price of much UK

beef. An early warning system is needed via NGOs on

trading damage plus better pricing information.15

5. Encourage fair-trade policies product-by-product, such

as with Café Direct16 as a prelude to an internationally

agreed comprehensive fair trading context.

6. Maximise processing of products for export within their

countries of farm production, e.g. groundnuts into

peanut butter in situ, solar-dry tropical fruits such as

mangoes prior to export, process beverage crops

in-country, use sugar from temperate and tropical

sources (beet, maple, cane). UK sugar beet is a well-

known rotationally beneficial crop requiring good

soil management to depth and encouraging game

birds and other wildlife as well. Simply to substitute

cane sugar in UK as our sole source is not sensible

when the whole system is considered.

7. Encourage farmers to form FARMS Groups – Farm Asset

Resource Management Study Groups – in which

they meet from farm to farm, learn together and

may come to earn together. Trust develops from

sharing of ideas and experiences into sharing of

purchasing, of equipment and of selling for local

agricultural progress everywhere.17
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The Editor has asked for our comments
on this highly topical subject and I think
that there is no better basis on which to
start than a selection of the articles in
the September 2005 Newsletter. Although
UK aid is global the most concern is with
Sub-Saharan Africa with its lagging
agricultural production and increasing
need for food aid. “Sustainable
livelihoods” is the current fashion for
describing these needs but the
components of these are surely what
most concern us. Agriculture is at last
recognised as an important component,
and within this I wish to make a few
points about the generation and use of
improved technology. 

Time between initiation and
impact of research

Current DFID-supported research programmes have

been under strong pressure to demonstrate impact in

the farmers’ fields within a short timeframe and this

has defined the approach and kinds of research. Two

examples from Ian Johnson’s account of impacts of

CGIAR work, with which I am familiar, illustrate the

long timeframe between initiation and impact.    

New Rices for Africa.  In 1974 my first task on joining

the CGIAR Secretariat was to visit the West Africa Rice

Development Association (WARDA), now The Africa

Rice Centre. This was a grouping of West African

countries, sponsored by FAO, that was requesting

funds from the CGIAR. Since it was set up in a very

different fashion from the Ford/Rockefeller-

sponsored CG centres there was the question of

whether it should receive such funds. It was not a

particularly impressive research organisation but it

seemed to offer an interesting innovation in inter-

country cooperation so my colleague and I recom-

mended that it be included in the CGIAR family – not

a popular decision for some of the Centres. With this

support it carried on a variety of research initiatives

and about 25 years later managed to produce the rice

varieties described in the article.

Quality Protein Maize.  The gene for high lysine and

tryptophan was discovered in the USA about 1960.

With UNDP support, CIMMYT then began research

on development of tropical varieties with this gene.

UNDP support continued into the eighties but the

plant breeders were having difficulty because of the

soft endosperm of the varieties and I believe UNDP

support ceased. However the Sasakawa 2000, an NGO

took up support of the work and began working with

it in Ghana and subsequently other SSA countries in

the 1990s. In Ghana it was used in pig feeding trials

and subsequently in infant weaning experiments. The

spread of the quality protein maize after more than 30

years of work owes a great deal to Sasakawa 2000. 

I am not suggesting that all research breakthroughs

take so long but one can think of many that have

needed much more than a decade. My verdict on the

DFID plans is that they must allow for long-term

thinking and support. 

Developing national research capacity

This is one of the thrusts of the DFID paper and the

letters by Foster and Yates emphasise some of the

problems that were encountered in donors’ efforts to

build up the research system in Malawi. From the 60s

until the late 90s the World Bank invested about US$

500 million in research systems in Sub-Saharan Africa

– in equipment, libraries, transport, local and over-

seas training and financing operational expenditure.

Bilateral donors had also invested very large amounts.

When I worked in Malawi on the Bank project

operational costs were a major difficulty. Ninety per

cent of the government budget for research was spent

on salaries, even though these were low so that every

opportunity for additional income was sought – per

diems, transport allowances, consultancies. Conse-

quently most of the funding for operational costs

came from donor money. In some projects the World

Bank responded to these problems by providing

operational funds on a tapering basis but this seldom

produced corresponding increases in Government

funds. One solution would have been to cut the

research staff numbers by at least half but this was

unacceptable to both staff and government   

In the early days of independence the UK provided

programme funds for research, then they switched to

project funds so that money could be used for

specified purposes. Now donors have reverted to
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John K. Coulter
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South-West
Spring seminar cancelled. Unfortunately it has not proved possible on this occasion to
collaborate with the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester for the proposed Fisheries seminar

on Friday, 10th March. However the RAC are still trying to organise a small seminar themselves
on this topic but if it goes ahead, it will be held on Wednesday March 8th. Anyone interested
should phone the College on 01285-652531 or email richard.baines@rac.ac.uk.

Thursday 29th June 2006. 
Seminar on Agricultural R&D in an African Democracy – Ghana, at Rookery Conference
Centre near Weston-super-Mare, Somerset.

Programme
10.00 Tea/coffee and Registration
10.30 TAA notices and Introduction by the Chairman, John Russell
10.40 “Ghana’s Agricultural Development Strategy and Progress” by a spokesman from the

Ministry of Agriculture, Accra, Ghana
11.20 “Some economic aspects of farming systems in Brong Ahafo Region” Geoff Bright,

University of Bangor
12.00 “Simple dairy processing interventions improve food safety and herdsmen’s livelihoods in

all three main zones of Ghana”
David Barton of Complete Systems Integration (CSI) Consulting Limited

12.40 Discussion on morning papers

1.00 Buffet Lunch in the Conference Centre

2.00 “Experiences with collaborative cassava breeding in Ghana”

Dr. Richard Gibson of Natural Resources International, University of Greenwich, Chatham.
2.40 “Researching issues in farm to village and village to market transport in the Central

Region of Ghana” Dr. Gina Porter, Durham University
3.20 Final discussion
4.00 Tea and depart

Please register in advance with David Jackson (Tel: 01934 - 820770) or email
david@jackson7.com. Capitation fee on the door: £15 for TAA members and a guest each,
£18.00 for visitors. Fee includes coffee, lunch and tea, and hire of hall. Directions to the
Rookery Conference Centre can be found on the TAA website.

Thursday 19th October 2006:
Seminar on Underutilised Crops at Lackham Countryside Centre, Lacock, Wiltshire to be
convened by George Taylor-Hunt (01626-362782; email: southwest_organiser@taa.org.uk).
Offers to speak to George.

Thursday 4th January 2007:
AGM and New Year Luncheon at Exeter Golf and Country Club with the usual format. Full
details in the next newsletter.
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Scotland/Borders

Thursday 6th April 2006:
Seminar on Sustainable Land Management to be organised with the University of Newcastle and
the North of England Soils Discussion Group to be held in the Devonshire Building (accessible from
Claremont Road) on the University of Newcastle campus. Maps of the campus and approaches can
be found at http://www.ncl.ac.uk/travel/maps/
Programme

10.30 Welcome and Coffee

11.00 “A novel approach to salinity management in irrigated land” Derek Rose
and John Gowing

11.30 “Land degradation in Kenya” Robert Payton

12.00 “Transforming poor hill slopeland in Taiwan and Nepal” Peter Storey

12.30 Discussion and TAA Business

13.00 Lunch

14.00 “Using green manures in Tanzania” Charlie Richies 

14.30 “Homestead Gardening in South Africa” Vernon Gibberd 

15.00 Paper by a member of the British Society of Soil Science (BSSS)

15.30 Discussion

16.00 Tea and depart

Joint organisers Dr John Gowing of Newcastle University and Dr Tony Smith of TAA (Email:
membership_secretary@taa.org.uk)
An opportunity may be given to display other papers as posters. An extended summary of all papers
accepted will be published in the TAA Newsletter.

There will be a charge of £10 for coffee, tea and lunch.

Parking places within the campus are limited. Public parking is available further along Claremont
Road at less than 5 minutes walk away. Alternatively visitors travelling by road can use park and
ride facilities at Kingston Park or Regent Centre. The former is signposted directly from the A1. The
nearest Metro station is Haymarket which is less than 5 minutes walk from the venue.
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London and South-East

Tuesday 28th March 2006:
Meeting to be held at the Linnean Society, Piccadilly, 2.00-5.00 pm.

“The TAA – the past and challenges for the future” John Coulter

“Agricultural research in Africa: international constraints” John Disney

“Food quality and supply in the informal food sector” Keith Tomlins

Wednesday 26th April 2006:
Visit to Organic Enterprises Limited, Ryton Organic Gardens, Coventry.
The visit will start at 10.30 am with tea/coffee followed by a talk about the work of the Henry
Doubleday Research Association’s International Development Programme. At 2.00 pm after the
lunch break there will be a tour of the Ryton Organic Gardens.

Ryton Organic Gardens are located just off the A45 on the B4029 between Ryton-Dunsmore and
Wolston.

Those wishing to attend are asked to complete the tear-off slip at the bottom of the page and send

it to Dick Jenkin, 45 Linden Close, Addlestone, Surrey KT15 3HG before 4th April. Those
intending to join the visit will be sent a map, further details of the visit and the charges for entry.

Wednesday 17th May 2006:
A meeting will take place at the Linnean Society, Piccadilly, 2.00-5.00 pm.
Dr Henry Ewell will give a talk on Soil Erosion. The name of other speakers and the titles of their
talks will be posted on the TAA website as soon as known or can be obtained from Dick Jenkin
(01932 344528) or John Disney (01795 521580; southwest_organiser@taa.org.uk)

I/We………………………………………………………….are interested in joining the visit to

Ryton Organic Gardens.

Address……………………………………………………......................................................…..

……………………………………………………………….........................................................

……………………………………………………………......................................................…...

Telephone…………………………………………………….............................................….......

Email…………………………………………………………..............................................…......
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Kenya 1972

Oman 1976
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programme or budgetary support. This raises the

question of the priority that governments will give to

research; otherwise the same old problems of priority

will arise.

Training

Training is an intricate part of institutional

development. Much training has taken place under a

host of auspices – the bilateral donors, the World

Bank projects, the GGIAR centres and this cover an

enormous range of activities from PhDs to short

courses on specific topics. Although more funds for

training are popular I would suggest that there are

sufficient scientists in most SSA countries to do the

necessary research though of course training in new

techniques is always necessary. I think that training in

research management is weak and that this is an inter-

generational problem. The institutional decay noted

below leads to a loss of managerial capacity within an

institute and hence the opportunity for young

potential managers to learn on the job.

There is plenty of experience in SSA to demonstrate

that institutional decay can take place very rapidly but

that institutional building can take decades. I would

suggest that it will require a very strong commitment

from all of the donors, working together over a

prolonged period, to achieve this. I don’t see any plans

for this in the DFID strategy. 

Working at the grass roots
FARM-Africa and several other NGOs like Harvest

Help have given an excellent demonstration of what

can be achieved through these approaches of intensive

efforts by enthusiastic people. There is no doubt that

these should be supported and extended though there

is the question of how they should complement rather

than substitute for government programmes. The

NGOs have obviously common broad objectives, but

like the church denominations that offer many ways to

heaven, they have many routes to achieve these

objectives. There are examples of cooperation

between NGOs but my impression is that each has its

own agenda. The NGOs build their projects on

technical improvements developed by farmers and

those emanating from more formal research.   As the

next section will show information is important and I

would suggest that the NGOs have an important role

in demonstrating not only how to use existing

information but also to identify those areas that need

new information.

Using information
CABI states that it has electronically available 1.8

million abstracts covering the period 1910 to 1973 in

its archives. There is no doubt that there is a huge

amount of information available. The University of

Bangor in its “Review of Kenyan Agricultural Re-

search” from its beginnings until 1997 lists about

40,000 references. Similar work in Ghana listed over

8000 references. There are always discussions on the

usefulness of such past work but CABI states that

more than two-dozen institutions have already

purchased access to the abstracts, obviously showing

a lot of interest in the older research. In the tropics we

have little idea of how much of the information is

already in use, how much has been tried and failed

and how much has never been used. Foster and Yates

point out that in Malawi there is ignorance of work

already done. I found the same in Ghana; the reasons

appeared to be lack of easy access but more

importantly a lack of insistence by research managers

on a thorough literature review before starting a

research project.

Unfortunately it appears much easier to obtain funds

to start a piece of “new” research than funds for

literature surveys. I think that this task has been

omitted from the DFID plans, but it is no easy task.  It

would be possible to employ university students under

the appropriate supervision to analyse and review the

literature for particular themes, for particular for

countries, for commodities, for ecological areas.

Perhaps it would be possible to link a TAA member

with a deep knowledge of the theme or country with a

university department with a good library. But the

question remains: who would demand such reviews

and who would pay for them?

Conclusion

I must confess that I am somewhat disappointed in

the DFID paper but it is gratifying to see the renewed

interest in agriculture. I don’t think that it takes

enough cognizance of past experience of what has

worked and what has failed. The obituaries of George

Murdock and Tom Rees in this Newsletter illustrate the

kinds of experience that such individuals

accumulated. Obviously the political scenes have

changed dramatically since our older members

worked overseas. Nevertheless just as tropical farmers

use their accumulated experience to plan their

activities there is a need to capture the experience of

technical people as well. As a strategy there seems

little attention to the potential impact of population

increases over the next twenty years when research,

started now, will likely be used. I think that the DFID

paper could have done more to collect and summarise

the good ideas on which future progress could be

built. 
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Background

Francis Shaxson’s contributions in the September

Newsletter highlighted the importance of treating soil as a

living medium, with success stories from Brazil (zero

tillage) and Kenya (conservation measures for small

farmers). Here in Brazil we see on TV excellent

examples of zero tillage of grain crops in mechanized

agriculture in the fertile soils in the centre and south

of the country. Avoiding soil inversion and rapid re-

seeding of a following crop help to conserve organic

matter and microorganism activity, help water

penetration, water-holding capacity and nutrient

availability.

However, the situation with root crops, notably

cassava, is different. Crop lifting inevitably exposes

the soil, and crop residues are negligible. One year

under cassava when rotated with cereals – as in Paraná

and São Paulo – is not a serious problem. But in the

north-east of Brazil, on much less fertile soils (for

example, coastal Bahia where I live) cassava has a long

history as a major cash crop for small farmers and is

part of the daily diet (farinha de mandioca). Repeated

planting (2-3 years), followed by bush fallow

(nowadays commonly only 2 years), followed by slash-

and-burn, is the pattern.  This is leading to steady soil

deterioration and abandonment of land in a region

with high population density, leading in turn to

impoverishment of rural living and migration to the

cities. Though the system is criticised by agronomists,

they have not put in place economically viable

alternatives.

Tree crops

One answer is to move to tree crops. Currently the

rubber/cocoa association is looking brighter

economically, and there is some technical assistance

available. Producers of these cash crops can then buy

their farinha from areas with better soils. But the

worst degraded open land cannot be immediately

planted with cacao, and natural colonization by native

secondary forest or bush is slow and patchy. The seed

bank is very small, there are no annual weeds, and

frequently Cyperus and Imperata come to dominate.

How to recover this land into production again?

I have been experimenting since 1992 with “temporary

reforestation” on such land in my small farm, using

fast-growing trees, deliberately planted at high

density with a heavy fall of resistant leaves, that yield

saleable timber at the end of the cycle. These sales

should provide some cash to plant permanent tree

crops such as rubber and cacao on the recovered land,

of course without burning. The tree residues – twigs,

leaves and smaller branches – will help the

establishment of succeeding crops even if these are

new cycles of cassava or banana.

The best candidates on my degraded land are Acacia
mangium and Inga sessilis (see summary below). Both

produce (from planting) much more biomass than

natural regeneration of mixed secondary growth.

Establishment costs of Acacia are cheap and represent

only 10% of total costs; the major expense is the

timber harvest especially on difficult sites, with

chainsaw preparation of planks and removal on the

shoulder. The carpentry market also requires cutting

to standard sizes.

Productivity at 10 years is about 250cu m/ha of

saleable timber – a figure comparable with Eucalyptus

grandis.  I can sell this timber with a modest profit

margin for R$250 /cu m, which compares favourably

with timber brought from Pará selling in Bahia at

R$400/cu m.  When starting the project I was

confident that, with new laws prohibiting the cutting

of native Atlantic forest, there would be a niche for

planted timber in the local market.  In the event,

clandestine supplies of native timber continue to be

available, and conservative small carpenters still

prefer to use species they know.  The market has

therefore yet to be fully opened.

Clearly a small farmer dependent on his land cannot

put all into a 10-year tree crop, but perhaps 10% of the

most degraded soil could be so committed. Many

landowners are not subsistence farmers, so they could

commit more.

My trials with other leguminous trees and cover crops

are disappointing.  For example, Glyricidia sepium

may help the biological activity of the soil but provides

very short-lived physical protection, while other

species such as Leucaena, Crotalaria and Canavalia

are not adapted to these very acid soils. 
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Reversing land degradation in north-east Brazil

Ian Walker
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Other endangered regions of Brazil are the cerrado

and caatinga, with sometimes marginal rainfall. The

“soyabean front” has moved steadily north into these

ecosystems in Mato Grosso, Piauí and Maranhão. The

natural vegetation has been burnt, bulldozed to

remove stumps and windrowed, then re-burnt.

Organic matter and surface cover are reduced, and soil

blows off with land preparation by tractors in the dry

season. With the re-valuation of the Brazilian real to

the US dollar, higher costs of oil, transport of

soyabean to the coast (over 2000 km), and of

borrowing for field and storage equipment, may

reduce the profit margin to the point of abandonment

of this land. It will not return to its original ecosystem,

but could become third-rate pasture in the pattern of

many deforested soils in Amazônia.

Naturally the Government likes to see the sizeable

increases in export earnings from agriculture. But

pressure from the soyabean front, supported by state

Governors, has even led to the abandonment of a

National Park in the cerrado and is moving

dangerously close to a wildlife reserve run by an NGO

with which I am associated.  Nothing is forever!
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Comparative characteristics of Acacia mangium and Inga sessilis

Acacia Inga

Nitrogen fixation yes, without artificial inoculation yes

Seed readily available readily available

Seedlings easy, from scarified seed easy, from fresh seed

Field establishment easy, even in Imperata/ easy on weeded land

Cyperus; no fertilizer; minimal weeding

Shading rapid closing-in, evergreen moderate early growth

Leaves phyllodes, slow decomposition, plentiful, moderately

fall throughout the year slow decomposition

Pruning not practical very practical, say 2x.p.a.

opening space for inter-

planting

Timber attractive wood for furniture acceptable firewood

and interior construction;

not very susceptible to termites

Life span 10-12 years maximum 20+years? with this 

agroforestry management 

Pests not severely attacked by minor damage to foliage,

leaf-cutting ants useful for IPC.

Ian Walker, Viveiro Jacaranda,
45445 Camamu, Bahia, Brasil

Email: reforestbahia@yahoo.com.br

�

TAAF Committee ChangesTAAF Committee Changes

ANTHONY ELLMAN is now Chairman and BASIL

HOARE has become his deputy, taking over from
John Russell, who remains on the committee

JANE WILKINSON and MIKAEL GRUT have switched
positions; Jane becomes Secretary and Mikael

has taken over responsibility for preparing
the TAAF news for the quarterly

Newsletter.



This was a mammoth conference, with over 550

delegates, 70 invited papers and 150 offered papers,

plus numerous poster presentations. Participants

came from 45 different countries, representing all

continents. Emphasis was on encouraging younger

contributors, including 100 students from Thai

universities. A novel and popular feature was the

presentation of certificates and cash prizes to the

“Best Young Presenters”. The organisation by the

University of Khon Kaen and BSAS was impressive,

including publication of all papers ahead of the

conference. The three volumes (weighing some 3 kg!)

were distributed to participants at the opening.

With so many contributors in a diverse range of

topics, it was necessary to organise several parallel

sessions covering such aspects as feed resources,

ruminant nutrition, sheep-goats-rabbits, medicinal

plants, organic farming, dairying, poultry and

working animals. From the TAA point of view,

perhaps the most interesting session was on Crops,

Animals and People. Throughout, the topics ranged

from the general and descriptive to the esoteric (e.g.,

Replacement of sesame oil cake by duck weed in

broiler diet). Much of the programme was inevitably

somewhat academic and research orientated. As

always, however, a conference of this type encourages

awareness of other countries’ activities (my Indian

colleagues were unaware of the value of ducks in

reducing snail infestation in rice paddies, as ably

explained by a Filipino presenter). The conference

also strengthened networking among people with

similar interests. The well-organised field trips to real

farms provided a better understanding of agriculture

in north-east Thailand.

Where Thais excel is in stage management: the

concluding dinner for 500 people was a magnificent

affair, with exotic music and dancing, speeches by the

organisers that were both enthusiastic and emotional,

followed by ad lib songs by participants from some of

the countries represented.

The TAA originally had been invited by BSAS to assist

with the conference, in mobilising participants and in

hosting a session on Nutrient Transfers. The aim had

been to try to spread the scope towards cropping and

farming in general, rather than pure livestock topics.

TAA managed to raise considerable interest around

the world and at least six of the presented papers

(from India, Wales, Nepal and UK) resulted from TAA

efforts. Several other presentations were made by

participants, who had come via BSAS but who were

also members of TAA. Elsewhere in the Newsletter,

the paper presented by Liz Alderson is published as an

example of the TAA contribution.
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Livestock world meets in Thailand

Keith Virgo

The AHAT/BSAS1 Conference on
Integrating Livestock-Crop Systems

to meet the Challenges of
Globalisation 

was held in Khon Kaen, Thailand,
14th to 18th November 2005

(http://www.bsasahat.kku.ac.th
/contact.htm)

I was fortunate to attend
to represent the TAA.

Keith Virgo celebrating Loi Kra Thong with a Chinese delegate

1 AHAT = Animal Health Association of Thailand; BSAS = British Society of Animal Science
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Unfortunately, the specific TAA session on Nutrient

Transfers was dropped due to the inability of the Thai,

Chinese, UK and Sri Lankan invitees to attend.

However, the TAA logo was kindly included in the

programme and we set up a small poster display to

demonstrate TAA activities, thanks to prior help from

Henry Gunston. At least 150 brochures were taken

and several participants expressed interest in joining.

As a first attempt at breaking into the international

conference field, this was a useful first step by the

TAA. The next BSAS Conference will be in 2008,

possibly in India or China. If invited to assist another

time, we could perhaps make a greater contribution.

As our problem remains our dwindling membership

base, we could consider offering a one-year

complimentary online membership to those who

attend conferences and seminars at our invitation.
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The TAA stand

A paper presented by Liz Anderson at the AHAT BSAB International Conference in Thailand in
November 2005 on Integrating livestock-crop systems to meet the challenges of globalisation

Reducing concentrate use and increasing profits in
smallholder dairy herds in India: a case study on the

impacts of the Talking Pictures-Dairy tool

E. M. Alderson1, P. J. Thorne2, S.D. Rangnekar3 and B.G. Rathod4

Introduction

Talking Pictures–Dairy5 (TP-D; Dijkman and Thorne,

2003) is an implementation of the Talking Pictures

concept, an innovative system that packages scientific

and economic models in a highly accessible, pictorial

format for “non-specialists” (farmers and extension

staff ) in developing countries. Talking Pictures guides

to management decision-making are easily custom-

ised to local conditions and can assist end-users in

analysing and improving their own management

decision-making. The experiences of some farmers

using TP-D in India suggested that current, static

supplementation recommendations for cattle in later

lactation

(7-11 months) may exceed the capacity of the animal to

convert the nutrients supplied into marketable milk.

This results in wastage and financial inefficiency. The

generic “rule” for concentrate feeding of dairy cattle

in India is 1:2, concentrate:milk yield.  This study was

designed to verify whether the use of the TP-D guides

had led farmers to develop a correct hypothesis

regarding late-lactation overfeeding. 

Materials and methods

60 medium–potential, crossbred dairy cows in late

lactation (7-11 months), which were apparently

under-performing (by 15% or more) relative to the

predictions of the appropriate TP-D guide (custom-

ised for Summer or Early Monsoon conditions), were

selected from 9 villages in the BAIF EU-funded project

region in southern Rajasthan. Cows were randomly

divided into two groups of 30. Animals in the

treatment (T) group received a reduction of 0.5kg of

concentrate/cow/day for the trial period of 6 days

D
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while those in the control (C) group received their

normal ration. Daily monitoring and recording of cow

performance (input and output) for both groups was

carried out by the BAIF field workers in each village

using pictorial recording sheets. After 6 days each of

the participating farmers was revisited when the

results were discussed and their comments noted. 

Results and Discussion

Reducing concentrate level in late lactation reduced

feed wastage without significantly affecting milk

yield. There was no evidence to reject the farmers’

hypothesis that current, static supplementation

recommendations for cattle in late lactation may

exceed the animal’s capacity to convert the nutrients

supplied into milk (Table 1).

Table 1. Effects on milk yield of reducing concentrate

fed to cows in late lactation

Changes in Concentrate fed

milk yield

Treated Controls Totals significance
Maintained 23(24) 25(24) 48

Reduced 7(6) 5(6) 12 n.s.

Total 30 30

Chi- squared test p-value = 0.5186

(no significant difference between groups)

(expected result)

In the treatment group, seven animals exhibited a

reduction in milk yield over the trial period compared

to five cows in the control group (Figure 1). 24 farmers

in the treatment group said they would continue

feeding the 0.5kg reduced concentrate to cows in late

lactation while 2 said they would try reducing

concentrate by 1 kg/cow. In the control group, 27

farmers said they wanted to participate in the trial to

test the revised feeding regime designed with TP-D for

themselves. 

This study illustrates the power of the TP-D concept in

delivering scientific information to farmers in a highly

accessible and flexible form. The tool allowed

farmers, themselves, to analyse their current feeding

regime, to formulate a hypothesis about how it might

be improved and to design and implement a practical

feeding strategy to realise the potential benefits; all in

a systematic and science-based fashion.
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Figure 1. Incidence of decrease in milk yield in

cows fed a reduced concentrate ration
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Introduction
Since 1975, increases
in population and a
national need for self-
sufficiency in rice
might be identified as
having driven changes
in water management
and rice technology in
the Mekong Delta,
Vietnam. Lately,
however, the growing
of high-yielding rice
within high dykes,
while bringing some
economic and social
benefits has also been
causing environmental
disbenefits.

Until the late 1960s Vietnam relied upon flooding

(deep-water) rice, but since the so-called ‘green

revolution’ farmers throughout the country have

grown increasingly larger areas of irrigated rice.  Parts

of the Mekong Delta are now completely protected

from the annual flood by systems of high dykes and

farmers living inside them cultivate three or more

crops per year, raise cattle, aquaproducts and

perennial crops. High dykes have brought some

economic gains, some environmental disbenefits but

also some so-far unrecorded social gains.  This article

draws on evidence from fieldwork carried out with

staff from An Giang University (AGU) between 2001

and 2004.  It describes some of the impacts of high

dykes and suggests how gains might be maintained

while some of the disadvantages might be reduced.

Flooding and traditional rice growing

The Mekong Delta lies in the tropical monsoon belt. It

is 6 million hectares in area, two thirds lying in

Vietnam, the remainder in Cambodia. Monsoon rains

fall between June and December covering much of the

delta with flood water for several months.  In parts of

An Giang Province adjacent to the border with

Cambodia, low-lying areas of land are inundated by 

2-3 metres of water for three or four months from

August onwards. Each cubic meter of river water

contains up to half a kilogram of sediment, silt and

organic matter. This soil with natural fertiliser has

built the delta and made its soils fertile. However, in

many places the delta’s soils are potential or actual

acid sulphate and near the coast saline water intrudes

into the delta with each tide, and both of these have

negative impacts on rice cultivation.

During the early 1980s Vietnam became a net importer

of rice, mainly the result of social policies, whereas

now it is the world’s second largest exporter.  Today,

the Mekong Delta produces more than half of the
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Paper delivered at the Scottish/Borders Seminar on
Linkages between Agriculture and Aquaculture

held at the Institute of Aquaculture, Stirling University, 4th May 2005

High dykes in An Giang Province, Vietnam, bring
environmental pains but social gains

Charles Howie

Figure 1. Irrigated rice growing inside an area protected by an ‘August Dyke’.
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country’s rice, and large proportions of its fruit,

vegetables and aquaproducts. These changes hap-

pened at a time when both the population and per

capita consumption of rice increased.  How did this

happen?  Up until the late 1960s farmers grew many

varieties of flooding rice. These were broadcast sown

near the beginning of the rainy season and the

resulting plants grew upwards, keeping pace with the

rising water level. After the plants had set seed the

floods went down the crop was harvested off the

ground. This produced one or two tonnes per hectare,

it took six months to grow and there was only one

crop per year.  However, there were few inputs and the

farmer’s costs were low. Further changes in social

policy in the late 1980s recognised the importance of

production by individual households rather than

state-run cooperatives.

Since the late 1960s Vietnam has undergone an

agricultural revolution. By 1966 scientists in

Vietnam had adapted new IRRI-bred rice

varieties such as IR5 and IR8 for local

conditions and they were available to farmers1.

These plants are short-stemmed, take 90-100

days from sowing to harvesting and are high-

yielding (5 tonnes per hectare is normal, 8

tonnes is not unusual). The big difference

between these varieties and the flooding ones is

that they are grown by irrigation during the dry

season. To do this dykes have been raised

around the fields. Originally this was done to

keep the irrigation water inside the fields, but it

served a second purpose as well: at the start of

the flood season in July and August the dykes

delayed the entry of flood water into the fields,

thus extending the preceding growing season.  

Higher dykes

In 2004 a group of farmers in Cho Moi, a district of An

Giang Province, told us how in 1978 their rice crop

had been under threat from an exceptionally early and

severe flood. As an emergency measure they raised the

height of the dyke and saved that crop, but the long-

term effect of their action was to be dramatic.

Farmers refer to these dykes as ‘August dykes’ (Fig. 1).

From here the next step was to pump flood water out

of the fields in December and then sow the first crop

earlier.  This enabled farmers to move from growing

one crop to two crops of short-duration, high-yielding

rice in one year, or one crop of rice and a second crop

of another kind.  The banks of the dyke also provided

a location for planting trees and building houses.

Today (2006) there are probably fewer than 1,000

hectares of flooding rice left in An Giang Province2,

where formerly it was the only technology available.

Early and severe flooding can still destroy the second

crop at harvest time and to counter this some

communes have raised their dykes even further. These

High dykes keep out all flood waters and allow a

system of continuous cropping: three crops of rice per

year, even seven crops in two years. High dykes permit

not only continuous rice, but other changes as well:

fish can be cultivated without the need for the ponds

to be given raised net-walls to keep them inside

during the floods; fruit trees can be grown in the fields

with no risk of drowning in the flood season; and

cattle can be raised in the fields; some farmers grow

vegetables throughout the year (Fig. 2). Most of all,

farmers have year-round crops and a steady income

and landless people have paid employment as well.

Social and environmental impacts

A team of teachers from the agriculture faculty of An

Giang University worked with me in 2004 using some

participatory methods to investigate the social impact

of these high dykes. In Cho Moi District people

reported some social benefits, but voiced concern

about other effects, particularly on the environment,

when all flood water is excluded from the fields.

Education. Children’s education gets a real boost,

with school attendance improving; children stay in

school longer and reach higher standards. In the

flood season it is easier to get to school by road on the

head of the dykes rather than by boat.  Parents spend

less time ferrying their children to school (a dis-

couragement to attendance). The availability of year-

round employment allowed some parents to reduce or

stop seasonal migration to follow work, so their
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Figure 2. Crops growing inside an area protected by a High dyke.
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children’s education is less

broken.  Parents’ attitude to

schooling is said to improve

and the local government gives

it a higher priority; teachers are

more willing work in the area.

Health.  Formerly, diarrhoea

was an issue in the flood

season, but this is now said to

have been reduced. However,

sot xuat huyet (mosquito-borne

dengue fever) still remains a

problem. Access to health

facilities is easier and more

consistent family planning

may be possible; it is easier to

carry out a programme of child

immunisation. However, there

was widespread and general

concern about exhaustion and

a rise in the occurrence of high

blood pressure, particularly

among older people, was

reported. One respondent

stated that 40% of women and

60% of men over 60 years old suffered from high

blood pressure. The rise in blood pressure is

attributed by some to the increased use of pesticides.

Nowadays farming is possible all year round, but this

has taken away the traditional ‘resting time’ in the

flood season and farmers report more stress and

exhaustion. 

Economic. There is more work available, but the

family tends to get the benefit, rather than hiring-in

labourers.  Farmers have diversified and have a wider

range of produce to sell.  Incomes have generally

increased.  However, yields of rice have dropped and

the need for fertilisers to maintain them has

increased, pushing up costs.  The margin between the

cost of inputs and the return from selling the produce

has narrowed and farmers need to work even harder

and longer to maintain their income. However,

transport is much better and farmers have better

access to local markets and they now have more

choice of middlemen to whom they can sell their

crops.  Poor and landless people may be worse off:

formerly, during the flood season, they would go into

the fields and catch wild fish to eat and sell, but this

no longer happens. The return from a day’s labour is

less than from a day’s fishing and this income from

fishing was the one opportunity for poor people to

create a saving, but that has gone.

Environment. The major change is that flood waters

no longer flow into the fields from rivers and canals.

This denies the ground its annual layer of silt and

organic matter. There is an impression that the

ground is now drier than before and ‘exhausted’.

Yields have gone down and the use of fertilisers has

doubled over recent years, e.g. in some cases from 25

kg/công3 to 50 kg/công.  This is true for a wide range of

crops, not just for rice.  With the loss of flood water

the supply of wild fish and other ‘free goods’ into the

fields has ceased (Fig. 3). For example, formerly a

small fish called ca linh was reasonably abundant in

flood waters.  It would be netted in large quantities

and fermented with salt in large jars to produce a

protein-rich liquor called n__c m_m, or fish sauce (30-

40% protein). Poor households would take this with

rice, vegetables and a few small fish as their main

meal.  Richer farmers may not have made much use of

this, but for poorer farmers and households without

land this loss is serious.  People are said to be eating

less fish in their diet.

Conclusions

Further fieldwork and analysis will be needed before

definite conclusions can be drawn.  However, there is

a strong impression at this stage that there are gains

in health and education from raising the level of the

dyke but some evidence that the initial economic
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Figure 3. Sketch to show some of the wild resources to be found during the flood season between August and

December inside farmers’ fields protected by an ‘August’ dyke.



gains cannot be sustained.  People are concerned

about the greater use of chemicals and their impact on

the soil and water.  There was some talk of the need to

the dykes and allow flood water to return onto the

land.  To carry this out the needs of different groups

would need to be reconciled: rice farmers might

benefit, but fruit tree growers, vegetable growers and

cattle raisers might experience losses.  Some system is

needed that could retain the social benefits to health

and education, while reducing the environmental

disbenefits.  A partial solution might be to breach the

dykes in some places, but keep a series of causeways

intact above the flood level (Fig. 4).  Perhaps in this

way the benefits to education, health and transport

could be maintained, while allowing flooding to

restore soil fertility and provide access to free goods

for poor people.  However, reconciling the interests of

different groups in order to implement this could

prove to be quite a challenge.

This article is a shorter version of a recent paper in
Aquanews. The e link is
http://www.aqua.stir.ac.uk/aquanews/32P15_17pdf  (Ed.)

NOTES

1 Vo-Tong Xuan and Shigeo Matsui (1998) Development of Farming

Systems in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam Ho Chi Minh City: Ho Chi

Minh Publishing House

2 Vo-Tong Anh, personal communication with the author, April 2005

3 one công is a tenth of a hectare or 1,000m_

Charles Howie is an ESRC-funded PhD student in the Geography
Department at Royal Holloway, University of London, and a
senior research associate at the Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester.  [charles_a_howie@hotmail.com]
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Figure 4. Sketch to illustrate a

possible way forward by breaching

the High dykes.
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The Center for International Forestry
Research’s POLEX (Policy Expert

Listserver)

Playing with fire

Orleans’ recent flood and major forest fires have a lot

in common. No matter how many times experts say

governments must act decisively before these things

occur, no one listens until they are drowning in fetid

water or choking on acrid smoke. 

The catastrophic 1997/98 fires in Indonesia burned an

area larger than the United Kingdom, caused

thousands of deaths and billions of dollars of damage,

and pumped huge amounts of carbon into the

atmosphere. A flurry of emergency measures and

projects followed.  But once the fires went out, donors

and policymakers soon lost interest. Meanwhile, no

one solved the underlying problems, and most

analysts believe the next time Indonesia suffers a

serious drought linked to El Niño, the fires could be

worse than ever.

To prevent these fires, you first need to understand

what causes them. ‘Fire, People, and Pixels: Linking

Social Science and Remote Sensing to Understanding

Underlying Causes and Impacts of Fires in Indonesia’,

by Ronna Dennis and her colleagues, provides an

excellent overview. This Human Ecology article (Vol.

33, 465-504, 2005) is based on in-depth analysis of

the causes of fires in eight sites in southern Sumatra

and East and West Kalimantan. The study combines

satellite images, hot spots data, and interviews with

companies, villagers, and government officials to

understand the use of fire in each location.

The authors found the fires´causes varied greatly

between sites. Large plantation companies and small

farmers both used fire to clear land and as a weapon

against each other in land tenure disputes. Companies

cleared land for oil palm and timber plantations.

Small farmers cleared it mostly for annual crops,

coffee, or rubber. Villagers burnt undergrowth to

make it easier to get into areas to fish and hunt. Many

fires accidentally got out of control and burnt areas

they weren’t intended to.

Many factors encourage fires. Multiple government

agencies allocate the same land to different groups

and fail to recognize villagers´ rights. People have

little incentive to make sure the fires they set don’t

escape and burn places they did not mean to. Burning

may be the cheapest way to clear land, and companies

willing to explore other options don’t get much

support. Logging creates flammable debris and

makes forests drier and more susceptible to fires.

Draining peat swamps for plantations makes them

more flammable. The government has little capacity

to regulate fires or teach people to manage them.

These problems require major changes in land tenure

and coming up with agricultural and forestry policies

and approaches adapted to each region. That’s why it

is much easier for policymakers and donors to sit back

and do nothing. That way everything will be fine -

until its not.

Congratulations to Roger Cozens

Roger Cozens, member of the TAA Agribusiness

Specialist Group, was one of the finalists in the BCCB

(British Consultants and Construction Bureau)

Individual Consultant of the Year Awards held at the

reception after their AGM. Roger was highly

commended and came second for his work on poverty

alleviation in Nepal. He received a crystal bowl and

certificate from BCCB President, HRH The Duke of

Gloucester.

Roger of Greenacres Consultancy, whose vision is

care for the environment and shared wealth for UK

and overseas farmers, worked on agricultural income

generation in Nepal for the Esther Benjamins Trust

under very difficult operational conditions. In Nepal,

Maoist rebels have been waging a campaign against

the constitutional monarchy in a conflict that has left

more than 11,000 people dead since it started in 1996.

The Trust works exclusively for young people who are

most marginalised and discriminated against by

society. Roger’s work on mushroom production has

given hope to disadvantaged people suffering both

poverty and civil unrest in Nepal. 
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News from the
TAA India Branch

Since the enthusiastic launching of the India branch

of TAA in June last year, progress has been slow.

Sanjeev Vasudev kindly accepted the appellations

“Point of Contact” and “India Organiser”. With the

help of Prabhjot Sodhi, Nandita Baruah and Bill

Thorpe, he managed to register TAAI as a society,

opened a website and encouraged some 14 people to

sign up as members. He also runs a Yahoo Groups

forum for posting and exchanging messages that has

found increased interest given vacancy announce-

ments posted.

However, since the initial enthusiasm, Sanjeev has

been unable to obtain much practical support from

the members. As a result, TAAI has tended to drift into

limbo. 

In November and December 2005, Sanjeev and I met

several times in Delhi to try to decide where to go next.

The big question was whether to continue to try to

make a success of TAA India or whether to face facts

and simply close it down. In the end we agreed to

adopt a new strategy, based on events, in order to give

TAAI one further chance. Sanjeev has outlined the

strategy below.

We still hope to make TAA India a success. For this we

rely on Sanjeev, who has already devoted much

personal time and effort to TAAI. It is also important

for the TAA ExCo to provide support and encourage-

ment and likewise for members to open up contacts

with Sanjeev (svasudev@stadd.com). This contribu-

tion would go a long way to establish the new branch

given gestation time and teething problems faced by

any new establishment. We trust that Sanjeev will be

able to find other people to share the load that he has

carried on his own so far. 

Meantime, ExCo has agreed (14th December 2005) to

release £400 as Branch start-up funds and to

reimburse Sanjeev for the personal expenditure made

by him on TAAI.

Keith Virgo

Strategy for TAA India

1. Given the poor response from various individuals

who had volunteered to support TAAI, the issue of

membership should take a back seat, with priority

to be given to conducting activities and events. This

would remove the current burden of getting more

members and false raising of expectations. It would

give TAAI the image of an organisation that is

contributing in a purposeful manner. The activities

and events could then be used to encourage fee-

paying membership.

2. A core group of serious professionals who wish to

play a role to establish TAAI should be constituted.

Other than myself, the names emerged of two TAA

members who are Delhi residents: Bill Thorpe

(ILRI) and David Radcliffe (DFID). Contribution of

other TAA members who frequently visit India on

work would be welcome. Notable among such

members are Keith Virgo, John Farrington and

Andrew Bennett. Keith in particular has taken

active interest in establishing the branch and TAAI

will continue to look for his support.

3. While growing the membership base will not be an

immediate objective, the India Organiser will

welcome any individual or institutional contribu-

tions to pursue current goals as outlined above.

Members who had paid their membership fee

would be informed that although the money had

not been deposited (bank account not yet opened),

it would be utilised to pursue a good cause or

purpose by TAAI. It will help create transparency of

the fee utilisation, considering that TAAI has not

offered members much in return.

4. TAAI will plan activities to be conducted on an

‘annual’ basis, in advance. The feasible target will

be three seminars or talks and up to four ‘tea

meetings’ per year. These will primarily be in Delhi.

Support will need to be organised for event-day

facilities and other incidentals. The first such

seminar could be on the subject “Making

Agriculture Work for the Poor in India”. John

Farrington (TAA member) has indicated his

willingness to act as Lead Speaker. He could be

supported by two local experts with relevant

subjects on which to contribute. This seminar will

have to be planned to suit John’s convenience,

hopefully around March/April 2006.

5. Other than these activities, copies of Newsletters

can be printed from a downloaded version and

posted to those interested, for a fixed fee per

annum - to cover costs of printing and postage/

courier.

6. TAAI would look forward to collaborating with

organisations which believe that such a partnership

will add value.
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7. Serious thought needs to be given on how the

partnership between TAA and TAAI can work to

strengthen TAAI’s existence. This has much

importance in the short term, to stabilise the newly

created Indian institution. It also needs to be borne

in mind that while TAA is an affinity group of

professionals with a need to stay in touch, TAAI is

not an affinity group. At best it can project a

common purpose, although it will have to compete

with other, similar organisations already

functioning in India. 

8. The TAAI website will be re-activated but,

meantime, it is proposed to ask the TAA Webmaster

to upload details of events planned by TAAI once

they are finalised.

9. An interactive information exchange could be

useful, so that TAAI members could pose questions

to TAA members, such as sources of information in

the UK (and vice versa). Keith Virgo could facilitate

this in the TAA.

Sanjeev Vasudev

TAA India Organiser, Delhi
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Get yourself known – worldwide!

For less than 50p a week a CV of your expertise and experience can be accessed by firms and
organisations, anywhere in the world, which may have assignments for you! See the example of a
testimonial below.

The TAA no longer publishes a hard-copy directory of consultants. But the TAA On-Line Directory
enables potential employers to search a database of skills and country experience.

Any consultant who matches their search criteria will be listed, and the firm or organisation can
immediately download a CV giving a detailed resumé of the member’s work experience and contact
information. Members can then be contacted directly by anyone interested in employing them or for
getting further information.

If you are not already using this valuable TAA facility, download a registration form and standard CV
proforma (in Word format) at www.taadirectory.org.uk. Complete the proforma and send to the
Directory Administrator. Full instructions are included on the website about where to send the forms
and how to pay the annual £25 registration fee.

This fee covers:

� uploading the CV to the Internet,

� extracting details of skills and country experience to include in the searchable database, and

� two updates to your CV database entry during the course of a year.

If you are a consultant looking for assignments, are you missing out on this opportunity?

With other major improvements being made to the TAA website, being in the On-Line Directory is a
business move you really should take. Check it out now at www.taadirectory.org.uk, or contact us for
further information.

There is no cut-off date for your entry; you can register your CV at any time of the year. SO DO IT
RIGHT NOW!

Keith Virgo (directory_editor@taa.org.uk) 

& Mike Barnard (directory_administrator@taa.org.uk)

Testimonial: 

Dear Directory Editor: 

I followed your helpful advice, a CV on your website. Very many thanks – it is very efficient and user

friendly. May I use it to access other skilled advisors? 

Gillie Green, Recruiter, British Consultancy Charitable Trust, London SW1V 2RA

CV
s database 



Preparing for
the Royal Show

By the time the June newsletter arrives through your

letterbox, the Royal Show will be nearly upon us so we

are giving “early warning” in this issue. The dates this

year are from Sunday 2nd to Wednesday 5th July. 

Stand volunteer helpers

We always need TAA members to meet visitors at the

stand and, if necessary, help them to find answers to

their queries. We have an “Enquiries” list so that

queries, which cannot be answered at the time, are

dealt with by knowledgeable members after the Show.

Stand duties are normally for one morning or

afternoon “shift” during the Show, and the TAA

assists you financially with Show entry costs on your

duty day. All our Stand volunteers seem to enjoy the

experience, so why not volunteer to help this year?

Contact Mike and Mollie Long (address details inside

the front cover of the Newsletter).

Display material from corporate and
individual members

We have space available on the Stand to display

posters, flyers and other publications. Space

comprises wall-hanging “felt boards” (for use with

Velcro pads), floor standing display racks and a

limited amount of table space. If you have any material

that you would like featured, please contact Henry

Gunston (address details inside the front cover).

Slogan for a new stand banner

We are planning to obtain a second banner to fix

above the Stand entrance, alongside our existing

“Tropical Agriculture Association” banner. Sugges-

tions for short, snappy slogans should be sent to

Henry. Something like “Serving World Agriculture” -

but more eye-catching and exciting!

Overnight accommodation

In past years we have booked overnight accom-

modation for members. However, this year we are

asking you to BOOK YOUR OWN ACCOM-

MODATION. The Day’s Inn where we stay is at the

M40 Welcome Break Warwick Northbound Services,

and is now known as Welcome Break/Day’s Inn M40

Stratford-upon-Avon (Hotel no.15). The central Day’s

Inn booking phone number is 0800 0280 400 and

further details can be obtained from

www.welcomebreak.co.uk. PLEASE BOOK EARLY as

the hotel can be busy at Royal Show time. For further

information contact Henry. Remember that the TAA

does not subsidize overnight accommodation for

Stand volunteers.

Henry Gunston 

Mike and Mollie Long
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News from the Executive
Committee

Committee Membership: Roger Smith has
stepped down as Chairman but will still
serve on ExCo as a member. John Coulter
has retired as coordinator for the South-
East Regional Group. Anyone interested
in helping run the South-East group with
Dick Jenkin should contact him.  John
Davis, John Disney, Amir Kassam and
Margaret Pasquini have joined ExCo.
Margaret Pasquini will be nominated to
take over as Treasurer at the end of this
year.

TAAF: The web page on the TAA website
is being updated and redesigned. 

Midlands Regional Group: The
opportunities to set up a Midlands
regional group are being explored. Any
member interested in being involved
should contact Jim Waller (email:
editor_newsletter@taa.org.uk).

Farming Systems Specialist Group: There
has been a request from the International
Farming Systems Association
(www.fao.org/farmingsystems/ifsa_en.ht
m) to have better links to TAA. There is a
proposal that a specialist group is set up
similar to the Better Land Husbandry
Association. Anyone interested in taking
part should contact Roger Smith (email:
studdridge@tiscali.co.uk).

India Branch: Will operate in similar way
to UK regional groups with three
meetings per year and a web page on the
TAA website.

Newsletter: Ideas for enhancing and
promoting the newsletter were discussed
including: formalizing the newsletter as a
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DFID and UK Aid

The opening editorial of the TAA
September newsletter on DFID and UK
Aid prompted me to write this letter.

I have perceived in recent years that DFID and UK Aid

seem to have decided that agriculture is somehow

non-U, old fashioned and not worthy of support.

Many of us know of course that this is a serious

mistake, although as agriculturalists of one form or

another we could easily be accused of bias. I admit to

being biased in favour of my profession! Perhaps that

is why I find it difficult to see how loads of training for

civil servants in socio-economic surveys will do much

to assist the daily lot of struggling rural dwellers in

developing countries. I struggle to see how open

markets, which allow cheap goods to flood in from

wherever, will assist the people in developing

countries to acquire the incomes with which to avail

themselves of these wonders. Which ‘wunderkind’

really believes that promoting agricultural innova-

tions by websites will reach farmers in villages where

there is no telephone or electricity supply?  Looking at

your editorial again I see reference to research

between UK stations and those overseas. Surely a

sensible mechanism to bring the capabilities of both

sets of institutions to bear on practical matters, the

solution of which will benefit farmers, would be to

have cross stationing of staff ? Station UK-based staff

long term in developing country institutions (not only

research stations) and make reciprocal postings to UK

stations for training purposes. You may recall a

scheme of yore that worked like this and, certainly

such of the tail end of it as I saw, paid handsome

dividends. Some misguided individuals did away with

it. Could it not be ‘re-engineered’, ‘relaunched’ and

resuscitated somehow to bring this concept back to

life? Of course it requires long-term commitment to

funding, staff employment and development

strategies, which have seemingly gone by the board in

the days when ‘management’ rules the roost and mere

professionals have to jump to the tune of short-term

consultancies and ever more complex reporting

systems?

A bit cynical? Me? Perhaps! 

James Biscoe

Timor Leste

UK Aid
John Disney in his letter in the
December 2005 Newsletter regarding Aid
states that “DFID used to be the envy of
other agencies”. I think it would be
opportune moment to remind ourselves
of the reasons for this. 

Historically, aid focussed on the former colonies

utilising the in-country organisations that had been

established during the colonial era. Besides using

such organisations, there was a rich pool of expertise

that had the appropriate experience to establish and

implement an aid programme.
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journal; more joint meetings with other organizations; more science and technology
content; inclusion of occasional light-hearted anecdote; news section at back;
commissioning technical article for each edition of newsletter; article on latest news from
a research station/department; and half-page descriptions of corporate members. Any
further views, thoughts or suggestions should be sent to Garry Robertson or Jim Waller
(email: editor_newsletter@taa.org.uk).

Hugh Bunting Memorial Lectures: The University of Reading has proposed hosting, with
TAA, a series of Hugh Bunting Memorial Lectures. The first lecture is to be funded by the
Syngenta Foundation. 

TAA 2010: ExCo will be including TAA2010 as the main agenda item for their next
meeting to evaluate progress and what further course of action should be taken. Any
thoughts, comments or suggestions to be tabled at the discussion should be sent to
Elizabeth Warham (email: general_secretary@taa.org.uk). 

Elizabeth Warham
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The UK Aid programme as far as agriculture was

concerned, centred on that now extinct species the

Technical Cooperation Officer (TCO). The majority of

those in the agricultural field were at the “coalface”

working with extension staff and farmers. Being in

the field they noticed things that Andrew Seager refers

to in his letter and could take the appropriate required

action. 

The creation of the DFID Regional Development

Divisions in the early 70s enabled DFID aid staff to pay

regular visits to DFID-funded projects, discuss

progress or otherwise with TCOs and local staff, and

agree necessary action. The fact that many of the DFID

aid staff were ex-TCOs (our current President is one

example) was also an advantage. They had been there,

done it, and had empathy with the TCO. 

TCOs invariably had professional links with bodies in

the UK and these were a constant source of

information and help. In my own case this was the

Overseas Division, Wrest Park, Silsoe, an institution

that the government has just closed!

Working within a bilateral project there was

considerably less bureaucracy than with multilateral

projects. Wrestling with different financial years and

reporting systems merely added to the work and to

frustrations. In a bilateral project we were able to get

on with the primary objective of our posting and not

get bogged down with additional administration

required by multilateral projects.

Personally as a TCO and a UK taxpayer I felt I had a

responsibility for ensuring that aid was used in the

manner for which it was intended. Where attempts

were made, subtle or otherwise, to divert project

resources to other uses, the standard response of “I

will have to raise this with the High Commission or

Embassy” invariably was the end of the matter. On the

other hand, international aid tended to be treated as

anonymous with the view that no one was particularly

worried how it was used and so it was in many cases.

I, for one, and I am sure my other colleagues, were

working on the objective of ensuring that we left a

cadre of local staff to carry on once we had left. For

this we had access to the British Council with whom a

TCO could arrange for UK training for relevant staff.

This scheme was in my experience easy to access and

relatively quick in getting local staff onto UK courses.

This opportunity was a great motivator for local staff.

John Disney states “DFID has lost the plot”. To be fair

to DFID I wonder how much the current criticism is a

result of UK Aid being increasingly channelled

through the EU and international agencies. Does

anyone know what the annual Aid contribution from

the UK to the EU? Whatever the figure, I would

suggest that it would be far more effective if it was

channelled directly through DFID and deployed TCOs

to the recipient government as part of a bilateral

programme.

Wilson McKinlay

Heatherburn Cottage, Rhughasinish

Loch Carnan, Isle of South Uist, HS8 5PE

The future of the Newsletter

The editor invited comments on whether the title and

nature of the Newsletter should be changed (Newsletter,
December 2005). In my opinion, there are four levels

of contributions that should be considered. First,

there is the role implicit in the title “Newsletter”: the

dissemination of information about the activities of

members. This role is successfully fulfilled through,

for example, news about the TAAF, and in obituaries.

I believe that this service should be continued.

But the Newsletter has, for many years, attempted to do

far more than this: of particular relevance to the TAA,

it has presented (reasonably) balanced evidence and

comment on issues of importance to rural develop-

ment, especially agriculture, within developing

countries. Recent issues have failed to match the high

standards achieved previously. To take the September

2005 Newsletter as an example: other than summaries

of papers presented at the SW Regional Seminar on

Wetlands (of which more below), there was virtually

nothing of fundamental interest. There was no

mention of the momentous events of 2005; no

mention of “making poverty history”; no mention of

yet more famine in Chad and neighbouring countries

as far as the Horn of Africa, in Malawi and Zimbabwe;

no mention of yet more conflicts in Somalia and Zaire,

and of how such conflicts negate years of patient

development. Indeed, I begin to wonder whether our

membership still comprises persons, who have spent

most of their professional careers in tropical

agriculture in underdeveloped countries and who

might be expected to make relevant contributions.

Perhaps our members might influence the

instantaneous decisions announced by politicians.

Such contributions from our members need to be

encouraged.

The summaries, published in the September 2005

Newsletter, of the papers presented at the SW Regional
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Seminar on Wetlands provide examples of

contributions that deserve more detailed coverage.

Many of these regional seminars attract what appear

to be valuable, informative papers. Unfortunately, too

many of the summaries tantalise rather than inform;

too often, I wish that I had access to more detailed

abstracts. The Newsletter should obtain such abstracts

from the authors, and publish them.

The editor mentions – but does not recommend the

inclusion of – peer-reviewed scientific papers. I fully

agree that this should not become part of the Newsletter
remit. Plenty of outlets already exist. There is a

plethora of journals that deal with the environment

and socio-economics as well as the long-established

journals that concentrate on agricultural research - for

example the two from Cambridge University Press

(Experimental Agriculture and the Journal of Agricultural
Science) and the crop specific journals such as (in my

speciality) the International Sugar Journal. I should like

to think that the TAA could encourage its members to

publish in such journals – and then encourage them to

prepare review articles for the Newsletter.

Which brings me to the question of the title for the

Newsletter. “Newsletter” is too informal for what I

would wish to see as the content. At the opposite

extreme, “Journal” would be too pretentious. Which

leaves only two words: “Magazine” or “Review”. In

spite of its association with weekend newspapers, I

feel that “Magazine” would best fit the mix of

association news and technical content.

R Alan Yates

Haulfre, Mill Lane

Llanarmon yn Ial, Mold CH7 4QF

Newsletter title
Might I suggest the “International Rural Newsletter”

since this would allow both scientific and non-

scientific matters of interest to be covered and, at the

same time, permit the inclusion of closely related

subjects, anything from soil science to news of

important happenings, developments and ideas

relevant to rural life in general, and inevitably

affecting, but not just limited to agriculture in the

narrow sense of the word.

John M. Morris

Rudgwick, Horsham

West Sussex RH12 3DG

Newsletter…
in the beginning

The Newsletter has certainly come a long way since

1980 in its original 8”x 6” format.  In those days it was

edited by John Baulkwill in the lofty tower at Surbiton

occupied by the Land Resources Dept. John took the

copy to a Chinese printer (1,500 copies were needed by

1987) working in his garage. The printer then

transported the Newsletters by a broken-down vehicle

to Petersfield where, as General Secretary, it was my

job to dispatch them. With my helpers we had to

address them with labels printed by the Amstrad PC, a

state of the art machine at the time but now ready for

the Antiques Road Show. The overseas copies were

dispatched in bulk by a mailing agency, the remainder

being stamped and collected by the postman; later, to

our relief, the postman collected them for franking at

the post office. 

The new A4 format appeared in May 1988 and, when

Gordon Wrigley took over in Cambridge as Editor that

September, I was relieved of the tedium of dispatch-

ing. There have been various improvements to the

front page but in some of the latest issues I have found

it difficult to read the volume number and date. The

latest front cover, for December, is by far the most

outstanding and the date and issue number have been

sensibly put in the comer with the TAA logo. 

I think it would popularize the Newsletter if outside

articles were included and its title could then be

changed simply to The Journal of…  With best wishes. 

John Foster 

The Barn, White Beech Farm

White Beech Lane, Chiddingfold

Surrey GU8 4XX 

“What’s in a Name?”

May I suggest the following alternatives?

� Tropical Agriculture
� The Tropical Agriculturalist
� Agriculture in the Tropics

Although, as you say, we are increasingly involved

with socio-economics etc. and with other

organisations, yet tropical agriculture remains our

D
ecisions;

decisions!



core concern. Also the above titles would continue to

recall for some older members like myself our old

ICTA, Trinidad days!

Unless needed for modern commercial reasons I

would not favour including a word like

“International” in the title. It is long-winded and is, in

any case, implied in “Tropical” or “Tropics”.

Jim Collings-Wells

3 Pyrford Gardens, Belmore Lane

Lymington, Hants. SO41 3NR

Making better use of water
in drier areas

There has been much talk lately about the problems

facing Africa, including a Royal Society Discussion

Meeting on the 20th June 2005 on “Food Crops in a

Changing Climate”, where long-term problems

arising out of climate change, population increases

and (not mentioned in so many words) problems with

regimes, that tend to look more to benefit the ruling

clique than the welfare of the people, have been

discussed. Yes, undoubtedly, there are long-term

problems, but let us look not to the year 2050 and

beyond but to the next ten years or so. 

An important point to remember, certainly in this

shorter time perspective, is that whatever changes in

climate, rainfall and temperatures will occur, there

will be nothing that has not been seen before, only

that areas that are becoming drier and, perhaps,

warmer, may increase. Therefore we can apply already

known and practiced technologies to these areas, and

if at all possible refine and make them more

economical and accessible.

Crop yields in many parts of the world, Africa in

particular, depend more on the water available to

them than on soil fertility. Temperature does come

into it, like, for instance, with wheat in India and

Pakistan. The further south you go, the warmer the

winters and the lower the yields: wheat needs low

temperatures at one point for effective ear and seed

formation. It may well happen that the southern limit

of economical wheat growing in the Sub-Continent

will move further north. Compare even today yields in

the Punjab with those in Maharashtra in India and in

the Sindh and Punjab in Pakistan. This may not be a

problem in Africa, where the major cereal crops are

millets and maize, which do not require cool weather

for seed formation like wheat does. 

The problem of declining soil fertility can be largely

overcome. It can be provided from a bag, which is

being done where crop water requirements are not a

limiting factor, like the vastly increased use of

fertilisers in Pakistan and Bangladesh over the last 40

years in areas where water availability is not a

problem. What is needed in most of Africa – north of

Northern Nigeria, the Horn, and no doubt many other

places – is water preservation and harvesting:

conducting run-off water from several times the

cropped area to where crops are grown and making

sure it stays there and is given time to soak into the

ground. Preserving this run-off does not interfere

either with the quality and quantity of grazing

available on areas from where the runoff is collected

or with areas available for grazing next to the arable

fields.  On these catchment areas the rain that soaks

into the ground will be as before; it is the runoff,

which would end up in wadis that take water away

from the areas where it has fallen or in ponds that dry

up very quickly, that is preserved. This was

successfully done in Somaliland in colonial days and

in two World Bank projects later, but there was a

major problem, not foreseen at the time: the earthen

structures, easily constructed by a fleet of bulldozers

by a Government agency or slightly less easily by ox-

drawn scraperboards, need maintenance, because

between crop seasons animals graze on the arable

fields and unavoidably damage the structures (bunds).

The big bulldozers are excellent for building bunds

economically and rapidly but are not economical, or

perhaps even suitable, for maintaining them as they

would have to be taken over large distances for a very

short time of work in anyone area, which of course is

very expensive. Maintenance had to be done mostly by

hand labour and the old problem was encountered:

when the crop behind the bunds was khat (Catha

edulis), a narcotic that could be sold for a lot of

money, repair by hand labour or ox-drawn

scraperboards was deemed economical. However,

when growing of khat was banned and only maize and

sorghum were grown, the farmers did not believe it

was worth spending all that energy on repair, all the

more so as the export market for oxen to the Gulf

countries had increased and oxen were not readily

available for work other than land preparation. The

answer seems to be to provide machinery instead of

oxen – as is being done in Bangladesh where no land

is by now available to grow fodder as all is needed for

human food production – of the kind that can do the

cultivation, construct and repair the bunds and be

used for transport when not needed for either of these

tasks. Such machinery definitely exists: there were

large numbers and types of them to be seen at the
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Royal. Agricultural Society’s show at Stoneleigh last

July and the cost can easily be afforded by a relatively

small group of farmers, as is now the case in

Bangladesh.

Also, why should wadis discharge into the sea or into

ponds where most of the water just evaporates? Why

can wadi water not be used to grow crops? The

method used in the late 1940s and in the 1950s in the

Abyan area of what is now South Yemen was to divert

the short-duration flood water into basins, ponding it

about 70 cm deep, which was enough to grow very

good crops of cotton that has much higher water

requirements than millets or maize. One such

flooding was sufficient. Using wadi water in a desert

environment would not diminish vital permanent

rivers like the ones that now irrigate the Indo-

Gangetic basin, the Tigris-Euphrates and the Ni1e

valley: water in these rivers comes from high-rainfall

areas. Using and holding up wadi water over larger

areas may even augment aquifers. 

None of the above are long-term solutions. Rainfall

may well diminish over large areas to the extent that

they would become like the Sahara desert where

neither of the techniques suggested would be of any

use, but it certainly is a solution in the shorter term.

The practices described, if they can be made

economical, would give more time for agricultural

scientists and economists to think of a long-term

solution. 

An even shorter-term solution, which would benefit

areas that are now irrigated and are expanding to the

extent than traditional methods and timings do not

provide enough water for all the land and trying to

grow two, or even three, crops a year, is to dream up

ways to make water use more efficient by timing the

applications according to crop water requirements,

and – perish the thought – doing something to reduce

conveyance losses. This may benefit Asia more than

Africa but, after all, it is one world.

Andrew Seager

Little Court, Swanston Field

Whitchurch-on-Thames, Reading RG8 7HP
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BookReview

Participatory Livestock Research: a guide

Czech Conroy, ITDG Publishing (www.itdgpublishing.org.uk), 2005. 303pp. ISBN 1- 85339-577-3.
(Paperback)

As someone who has worked for many years on participatory rural development programmes, I found this

book essentially practical and based on extensive field experience drawn from around the world. The author,

a long-standing member of TAA, and his fellow contributors evidently have a real understanding of the

mechanisms of participatory research approaches in the context of livestock owners.

The author states that the book is intended mainly for government researchers with minimal understanding

of participatory methods and NGO staff with little understanding of participatory technology development.

However, it will be useful for all development workers, providing a logical basis for pro-poor participatory

research. As he rightly points out, livestock ownership is crucial for the livelihoods of not just farmers but

also many inhabitants of peri-urban areas.

The book is easy to read. It is split into four parts. Parts 1 and 2 focus on the two primary methodologies:

participatory situation analysis (PSA) and participatory technology development (PTD). Part 3 comprises

practical case studies from East Africa, Central America, India, SE Asia and Sudan. Part 4 offers a succinct

summary of conclusions. An appendix provides a useful list of relevant web sites. There are some 120

references.

The author views PSA as providing a sound basis for understanding real situations at field level: it may then

lead to PTD or to development activities but for sustainability he sees a need to combine PTD with

development. The analysis of ways to create an enabling environment among bureaucratic agencies

demonstrates a fundamental understanding of the problem that has faced many of us. I was particularly

interested in the case study from Rajasthan, India, concerning research on using Prosopis juliflora pods as a

�



Awardees in the field

If any TAA member visits one of the
areas where they are, a technical
support visit to them would be welcome.
They can be contacted through their
mentors, who are listed here.

David Carr

Planning to be in Orissa, India, from February to May,

and then in Kenya from June to July, working on the

multi-media teaching programme “Livestock Guru”,

under the supervision of Dr Claire Heffernan of

Reading University. Mentor: John Russell.

Ed Hamer

In Chiapas, Mexico, from January to June, doing an

ethnobotanical appraisal there on behalf of the

Canadian NGO “Students Taking Action in Chiapas”

(STAC). Mentor: Antony Ellman.

Peter How

In Afghanistan until October when he will complete

his two-year assignment with the Direct Seeding

Agriculture Programme (DSAP) run by the

International Assistance Mission (IAM).

Daniella Hawkins

With the Kaloko Trust in Zambia until about August,

helping a beekeepers’ cooperative to develop its

business. Mentor: Antony Ellman. See also December

Newsletter.

Heidi Mayes

In Bolivia until about March, working mainly on the

eastern slopes of the Andes, for the American rural

development NGO ACDI/VOCA, in its new five-year

project Integrated Community Development Fund

(ICDF): agriculture, agroforestry, potable water and

microenterprise. Has written environmental impact

statements for the technical assistance team and has

participated in ACDI/VOCA’s monitoring and

evaluation programme. Mentor: Basil Hoare. See also

December Newsletter.

Lucy Nickoll

In Bolivia until April, working in the same project as

Heidi Mayes. Has been involved with various

“Enterprise Fairs” in Bolivia that publicise the

products and the enterprises of the project area, and

with an environmental project called Carmen Pampa

under the auspices of one of the universities in the

Yungas area.  Mentor: Basil Hoare.

Recently returned awardees

Judith Powell and Jonathan Tully are looking for jobs,

preferably in developing-country-related rural

development. 

An extract from Judith’s final report was published in

the December Newsletter, while one from Jonathan’s is

below. They both have M.Sc. degrees, Judith’s in

Natural Resources Management and Jonathan’s in

Sustainable International Rural Development.
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feed supplement for goats. I know this area well and appreciated the logical steps of PSA and PTD, and the

issues that had to be faced.

The Conclusions draw on the Case Studies to examine ways to maximise the contribution of participatory

research in the context of small-scale livestock production. These cover the benefits of the approach, the

potential for horizontal scaling-up (and associated barriers) and the impacts of the ‘institutional’ and

‘information’ revolutions. Reference is made to para-professionals (Community Animal Health Workers) in

scaling-up, disseminating and sustaining technologies but perhaps more emphasis could have been given to

their undoubtedly important role.

As in any participatory approach, gaining quantifiable statistics is a problem but practical suggestions are

provided, although some of the tables contain data sets that are not always comparable. There is a good

selection of clearly presented diagrams, especially under the Chapter on PSA in Animal Health. It is a pity that

there are no photographs to illustrate the case studies. 

Keith Virgo

TAAF News
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If you are aware of suitable vacancies, please inform

them on respectively

judepowell@hotmail.com; kirkfitzhugh@yahoo.com,

or ask for their CVs. Jude’s mentor was Basil Hoare,

Jonathan’s was Rob Lockwood.

Summary of Jonathan Tully’s
Final Report

“Agricultural Extension Work with Tiger Mountain Organic
Farms and the Farming Communities of the Chitwan in the
Terai Region of Nepal”

Jonathan is a MSc. graduate in Sustainable Rural

Development from the Royal Agricultural College in

Cirencester. He then spent nine months in Zambia

helping to establish a new agricultural college at

Chisamba. He was given a TAAF award to enable him

to gain experience at Tiger Mountain Organic Farm

from 12 January until 5 July 2005.  

Tiger Mountain runs a group of eco-tourist lodges and

trekking outfits in Nepal.  As part of their corporate

policy, the Group has established a wide variety of

social and environmental initiatives as a means of

sustaining traditional livelihoods and protecting

delicate ecosystems.

An extension of this policy was the establishment –

twenty years ago – of two organic farms near to the

two main lodges in the Chitwan Jungle.  At these two

farm sites, produce is grown to supply the guest and

staff kitchens. Surplus is distributed to the local

communities either on the open market (at subsidised

cost) or through the schools that are funded and

administered by the Group.

Jonathan was initially engaged as farm manager of the

two farm sites.  This role developed after his arrival to

incorporate responsibility for fundraising, communi-

cations, business development and agricultural

extension co-ordination.

Jonathan’s objectives in taking the assignment were:

• to acquire the project experience he needed to

develop his career in international development.

• to test his ability to function in a politically, socially

and physically challenging   environment.

• to examine the potential for organic farming in a

developing country context – particularly since

having been part of a team that established an

organic farming college in Zambia.

Jonathan’s conclusions were:

• his involvement with this project provided excellent

career development opportunities: it almost

represented a practical continuation of his studies.

• he was able to establish a sound network of

professional (and social) contacts.

• work at TMOF sparked renewed interest in the

potential for further farming improvements – both

on the TMOF sites and at the homes of the Tiger

Mountain personnel, their families and

neighbours.

• he demonstrated the enormous potential open

through integrating farming activities – at

subsistence and corporate level – to form a co-

operative.

• he introduced new concepts of adding value to

products before they left the farm, thereby raising

profit margins; and of creating brand names and

developing sophisticated marketing lines.

• he made improvements to household food security

and income levels – certainly on a limited scale and

potentially, through the spread of ideas,

throughout the community.

• he generated wealth directly in the community from

the improvements commissioned to the farm sites,

and through the increased marketing – through

middlemen – of produce in the locality.

Jonathan is looking forward to returning to his

preferred geographical remit of Sub-Saharan Africa,

where he is keen to further his career in rural

development.  To this end, he is currently in the throes

of pursuing opportunities with development

agencies.

On returning from Nepal, he has worked for the

Gatsby Charitable Foundation as a rapporteur.  The

Foundation convened an international conference

designed to draw the world’s leading charitable

foundations (including Sainsbury’s, Bill Gates and

Rockefeller) into an informal alignment to share ideas

and experiences for African rural development.

Jonathan’s role was to produce a synthesis of the

conference proceedings, which formed the basis of a

Gatsby research paper. This opportunity came to

Jonathan through the intervention of certain members

of the TAAF.

Deepest thanks are due to the committee of the award

body for sharing the vision of the Nepal project; and

for providing the moral, professional and financial

support without which it could never have got off the

ground.  Special thanks must go to Rob Lockwood

(Mentor), Basil Hoare, Mikael Grut and John Russell,

whose support and encouragement above and beyond

what must have been expected of them has meant so

much.
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Jonathan greatly enjoyed meeting so many members

at the AGM at The Farmers Club in December. He

adds that he was rather embarrassed to realise that his

presence “merely halved the average age and IQ”!

However, he was greatly impressed by the profes-

sionalism and commitment of the members, and

looks forward to continuing his association with the

TAAF in the future.

Rob Lockwood

Extract  from Lorraine Doherty’s
Final Report

“Empowering Communities for Sustainable Agriculture and
Rural Development (ECOSTAR), Uganda”

The Project

The ECOSTAR project was devised to empower

agricultural communities in the Bundibugyo district

(Western Uganda) to manage and conserve natural

resources for the development of income-generating

enterprises and sustainable household livelihoods.

The goals were to:

• Work with soil erosion and contours by

implementation of stoneline, trashline, fanya-juu,

fanya-chin, hedgerow and grass strip technologies.

This, in the long term, would control problems of

landslides and flooding of the Semuliki National

Park.  When soil is lost, so is agricultural

production.

• Improve fruit crops so people can remain in upper

regions and not encroach plains, thus best utilising

land and avoiding land shortage.

The main benefits were:

• Soil retention

• Improved yield and production of new materials 

• Strengthened inter-community relations through

regular meetings and attendance of organised

workshops

• Shared labour requirements so that less energetic

community members are helped to establish

contour structures and thus equally benefit from

the adoption of new Soil and Water Conservation

(SWC) technologies

• Good dissemination

• Land relief in over-used areas

Responsibilities and Work Undertaken

The ECOSTAR project is a collaboration of ICRAF

(International Centre for Research in Agroforestry,

Nairobi), local farmers, forestry officials, dignitaries

and local councillors representing local political

matters and stakeholders such as AHI with interests

in improved social development.  Much of the work

involved meeting farmers in the field to evaluate

progress, distribute seeds and arrange further

meetings and interviews.  Work was discussed and

organised at the ECOSTAR office in Bundibugyo town

centre.  I was required to develop a questionnaire to

assess the success of technology adoption and to

schedule and conduct the interviews. This was also

required for the Soil and Water Conservation

Committee (SWCC) evaluation wherein committee

members were interviewed using statements. After

finishing this work and returning to Kampala to

analyse it. I was invited by the African Highlands

Initiative (AHI) to participate in a workshop with the

ECOSTAR farmers in Bundibugyo.

I lived in Bundibugyo village for some 3 months whilst

working with ECOSTAR there and then returned to

Kampala to analyse and write up the work, briefly

returning to Bundibugyo with AHI for a workshop.

Anke Weisheit, Dr Boffa and I then met to discuss and

arrange means and purposes for the herbalists study

at Rukarawe in Bushenyi, which was completed in

July. This was delayed because funding was not

immediately available for the work.

Outputs

The following reports were written:

ECOSTAR 

Adoption rate of SWC technologies in Bundibugyo

Evaluation of SWCC approach using statements

An evaluation on the harvesting techniques of medicinal tree
species in Bushenyi: initial findings.

[After Lorraine returned to Bangor to resume her

studies of agroforestry, ICRAF asked her to write a

report on the herbalists in Bushenyi.]

Mikael Grut
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Other TAAF News

Annalisa Lodato (South Africa 2003/04) has

accepted a position as Programme Analyst -

Environment and Natural Resources, with the

UNDP Country Office in Zambia, to work on the

programmes financed by the Global Environment

Facility. She expects to take up her position in

March.

Chinnie Kingsbury (India, 2004) gave a very good

presentation at the New Year lunch of the South-

West branch of TAA.



Editorial Guidelines

1. The Newsletter issues quarterly in early March (green), June (yellow), September (brown) and December (blue).

2. The Editor is primarily responsible for the production aspects of the Newsletter.
3. Regarding the professional content, unless falling within the Editor’s area of expertise, the copy is referred to an

appropriate Member of ExCo, who de facto act as an Editorial Board.

4. All copy should be with the Editor by the first week of the month preceding the month of the next issue—at the latest—

the earlier, the better.

5. Whenever possible, reports and papers from meetings and seminars should be presented in summary or as concisely as

the material permits. References should be kept to the minimum (these are printed in a very small sized point) and the

author should be prepared to accept enquiries from Members seeking further detail. In general, submissions to the

Newsletter should not exceed 1,200 to 1,500 words in length.

6. Submissions by email and/or disc are encouraged. Such material should always be supported by a confirming hard copy

posted separately to the Editor.

7. All email submissions to the Editor should be repeated to the General Secretary.

8. To ensure accurate scanning, hard copy submissions should be of good quality, double spaced and with wide margins.

9. Drawings, diagrams, maps, etc., should be good quality line art,  and the original artwork (on disk or printed at least

600 dpi black and white) made available to the Editor. Photographs: good quality black and white or colour photographs

to be sent to the Editor (s.a.e. for return). Digital format: Max quality JPEG. 300 dpi EPS, TIFF. 

10. Exceptionally, short notes in clear and legible handwriting may be accepted.

11. The following House Style has been adopted for production of the TAA Newsletter, and contributors are asked to present

contributions, as far as possible, in this format:

� References to the Newsletter and other journals and books/publications to appear in italics

� Titles of papers to appear in italics rather than parentheses

� Caps to be used in titles for all words, apart from words like ‘a’ ‘the’ etc. Caps in general to be kept to a minimum.

� Companies always to be referred to in the singular , i.e. ‘its’ and ‘has’ rather than ‘their’ and ‘have’

� Organisations to be identified by full name the first time they are mentioned with acronym (if it exists) in brackets.

Thereafter use acronym 

� Latin phrases and names in italics

� Authors of papers to be referred to by full name, and affiliation included

� Papers might include short biography of author, so please include this, if possible

� Contributors of letters to have names in full, plus place of origin, to permit cross referencing with the Membership

List.

Disclaimer:  While we make every effort to protect the interests of our members, we are unable to check the accuracy or integrity of any advertisements in

the Newsletter.  We cannot accept responsibility for any misfortune resulting from an advertisement in the TAA Newsletter. 

Design, Layout and Press-Ready Files
Tina Bone—Artist, DeskTop Publisher & Web Designer, 18 Harbour Avenue, Comberton,

Cambridge CB3 7DD. Tel: (01223) 262962; Fax: (01223) 262877; Mobile 07802 708 028;

email: tina@tinabonedtp.co.uk web: www.tinabonedtp.co.uk

Printing
Acorn Press, 3 London Road Industrial Estate, Pampisford, Cambridge CB2 4EE

Tel: (01223) 834301;  Fax: (01223) 837685; email: info@acornprintsolutions.com

Packing/labelling
RFET Cambridge, Steve Chivers, Senior Contract Supervisor,

Unit B/C, The Paddocks, 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CBI 3HG

Tel: (01223) 242267; email: rfetcambridge@richmondfellowship.org.uk

Subscriptions

Subscriptions are due annually on 1st August and, with the

exception of members having no bank account in the UK, are

payable by banker’s order.  Members joining after 30 April in

any year will not be charged a subscription for the balance of

that year.

Current subscription rates are:

� Individual membership (printed Newsletter) £30 p.a.

� Individual membership (online Newsletter) £20 p.a.

� ‘Journal’ membership (with J. Exptl Agric.) £50 p.a. 

� Student Member £5 p.a.

� Corporate Membership £80 p.a.

Advertising Rates

� Full page £200

� Half page £110

� Quarter page £60

� A4 inserts £300 per sheet

Personal advertisements from

� members—10p per word.

� Minimum £2.50—cash with advertisement please.

Extra copies of the TAA Newsletter if available £2 per copy post

free in EC, £2.50 outside EC.  Contact General Secretary.




